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i
VOL.

HOLLAND,

IX.— NO. 35.

MICH.,

\7ANPUTTKN,

Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Mcdlcines. Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Berg's Family Medicines;Eighth St.

V

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

•

J.

full

DOESBURG,

Editor and Publisher.

PERRY,

C. A., Dress Maker and Hair Dresser.
would respectfully announce to the citlEeus
that she has opened Dressmaking and Hair Dressing rooms, In the building,one door went of Griffin's Drug Store, Washington street, Grand Haven.
Also teachcs|inWax, Worsted,Lace,, and other

work.

fancy

Terms of Sabsoription:
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three month*, and $2.00 if
paid at nix month*.
JOB PltlNTINOPIIOMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.

nqnare of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
Hrst insertion, and 25 cents for each subseqaent insertion for any period under three

months.

2
3

“
“
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Column
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1 8 (X)
8 00 |10 IX)
10 00 1 17 (X)
17 (X) I 25 00
25 00 1 40 00
40 00 | 65 00

50
5 on
8 00
1(1 00
17 00
25 00

Square

1

.

.

*•

“

6 M. I 1 Y.

|

m.

(X)

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitout charge for subscribers.

An Z before the
the expiration of

UT

Geo.
inlo riirimp. Rowell & Co s Newspaper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW
niay be found on

tile

at

YORK.

“
“

Holland,
| 1.40 a. in.
f 5.'J0 “

PELGRIM,

M., Proprietor of Ottawa House.

“
“
“
«t
“
“
“

Big

Rapids. 1.80

“
“

Michigan.

New Buffalo &
Chicago. |
f

“
“
“

Mich.

U„ Livery aud Sale Stable.

4

*6.00 a. m.

1.30 a.m.
5.15 a. m.

“

7.20
8.15 a.m.
3.20 p. ra. * 2.30 p. m.

9.38
* 7.40

VTiBBELINK,J.

Office

Iv

aud

Sale Stable;

Niulb street, near Market.

“

1.55 “

f/'UITE.J.,Dealer

all kinds of meats aud

V

and Smoked Metis and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.
Xanufaetoriii,Xllli, Shops, Etc.

ITEALD, R.R., Manufacturerof audDealerin
11 Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for

p.m.

in

IV vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
yAN DER UAAR, U., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,

Mowing Machines- cor.

lUthdfc

River street.

VAN

1

YV

Grand Savon Bail Bead.

Taken Effect, Sunday, May

12 05
11 45
11 88
11 08
10 40
10 20
9 30

STATIONS.
Muskegon,
Ferrysborg,
Grand Haven,

Fillmore,
Allegan,

STEA.MBOA.T

“
“
“at
.

Leaves

1

30, 1880.

yAN SCUELVEN, G., Justice of

V

Allegan,

00
15
45
40
05
85
05

3
3
8
4
4
4
5

05
35
40
06
35
65
40

7.25 “
8.20 “
south, 6.20 a. m.
Holland,
7.25 *•
Arrive
Allegan,
8.35 “
This train arrives at Grand Rapids via L. 8. &
M. 8. at 10:00 a. m. and at Chicago via L. 8. ib M.
8. at 4:20 p. m.
FRED. H. MAY, Manager.
B. C.

Leavenwouth,Gen'l
- CHA8.

•

““ ““

Freight Agent.

J. OTIS, Agent,
Holland. Mich.
Close connections made at Allegan with G. R.
I. R. R. and L. 8. A M. 8. for Plainwell, Kalamatoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, and points east.

A

R. Van den Borg, drawing gravel ........... 61 75
the

City Treasurer for the several amounts.

p. tu., Oct.

known

val-

uable remedies, the most wonderful
medicine was produced, which would
cure such a wide range of diseases that

The Eraporatlonof

Dated Sept. 28, 1880.
COMMUNICATIONS PROM CITY OPPICKRS.
The City Marshal reported, no arrests for the
month of Sept.— Filed.

The

Marshal reported having collected the following license and presented receipt of the Tress.:
Werner Bell
................. $3 00
—Accepted and ordered chargedto the Treasurer.

ringers

The City Treasurerreportedfor the month of

dispensed September.—Filed.
with, many were sceptical; but proof of
The Street Commissionerreported for
all other remedies could be

D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
Notary Public; River street.

frrnlfc.

Under the above heading we find an
article

which

in the North Carolina Farmer,

is

just

now

of interestto

our

fruit-

growers,who have been discouragedby a
too large crop during the season Just
closed.

all

By Aid. DeVries,
Resolved. That the Council proceed to appoint a
City Physician, to fill vacancy, caused by the resrestores peace to aching
more ignation ol F. 8. Ledeboer, M. D.
By Aid. Butkau,
blessed. Neuralgic and rheumatic sufRewired,That R. A. Schontcn,M. D. be and is
ferers who have obtained permanent relief hereby appointed as City Physician to fill vacancy.

brows

evaporator and the evaporated fruit will
be found to contain from ten to fifteen per

cent more

of sugar than the dried; besidea

the flavor will be so different that

any

to

A., Physician and burgeon;
City Bakery, where you can see a larger
office at the First Ward Drug Store, Eighth
Street.
variety than anywhere else in the city.

0

^C’HOUTEN,F.

J., Physician and Accoucher.
Office at Dr. Schouteu'sdrug store, Eighth
40 ly.

0
street.

One of the finest and largest stocks of
ladies and gents’ boots, and gaiters, can
Vf ANTING, A. O., Physician and Surgeon; always be found at the largo store of H.
JL office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county, C. Akely & Co., at Grand Haven. 17— tf.
Mich. Officehours from 10 to 12 a.
26-ly.

x.

The one Thing Needful.

VTATES,

X

O. £., Physician and Sargeon. Office
his residence, Overysel, Mich.

at

We may
Phtogriptar.

2;

live without poetry, music and

In the Second Ward at the Barber-shop of Simon This is important to remember,if disapDe Groot
pointment at resultsis to be avoided.
In the Third Ward at the store of Boot
;

To

A

Kramer;
^In the Fourth Ward at the residence of Geo. H.

remove tbe natural juices while the fyult
remains in moist air, Is to convert the

Aid. Landaal,
Resolved, That the General Election which ia to
be hied on Tuesday,November 2nd next, In the
several wards In the City of Holland, shall be held
at the places designated, as follows:
In the.FIrstWard at the room of Columbia Fire
Engine Co., No. 2:
In the Second Ward at the Barber-shop of 8.
De Groot.
liy

In the Third Ward at the Common Counail
rooms;
In the Fourth Ward at the residence of Geo. O.
We may live without condense and live Sipp.—
Adopted.
By Aid. Ter Vree,
without heart;
Resolved That the Board of Assessorsof the
Wo may live without friends,we may live City of Holland, are hereby Instracted to make a
special assessment-roll of all the lots and lands
without books,
comprising “ Eight Street Special Assessment
But civilized men cannot live without District."—Adopted.
By Aid. Kramer,
“cooks;”

starch of the fruit into sugar with great
rapidity— reducing the time of ripening

from

forty eight to five or six

hours.

The

heat of tho chamber in which the fruit is
placed, the moisture evolved, the increased
electricalcurrent, all tend to this result.

art,

lery

B. P. the leading Photographer,
Galopposite this office.

fiwrtonj.

TJOWARD, M.

Clerk.

“ Multitudes of men of great Intelligence
the month
of September.-Filed.
do not seem to understand the difference
Justice Isaac Falrbankireported for the month
between evaporatedand dried fruit. They
doubt, and to-day the discoverersof that of September.—Filed.
The following was received from the Harbor are almost incredulous when told that
great medicine. Hop Bitters, are honBoard.
evaporated fruit sells at two and three
ored and blessed by all as benefactors.
To the Hon. Mayor and Common Council of the
city of Holland:
times the price of dried, especially that
Thousands have been cured of dumb Gentlemen :-By a resolution of the Harbor which Is dried in the sun. Yet such is
Board, adopted at their late meeting, I am Inague, billiousdisorders,jaundice, dyspep- structed to report to your Hon. Body, the progress
the fact. The demand for evaporated
of this "Gibbs'' suit. As the Board at a previous
sia and all diseases of the liver, blood and
occasion reported, the suit Is appealed by Glbba fruit is largely for export. While the
stomach, when all other remedies have from the U. 8. District Court to the U. S. Supreme bright and beautiful color of evaporated
Court ; where according to ihe notice which Judge
failed, by using Prof. Guilmette’s French Stone, the Attorney of the Board In the case, has
fruit greatly recommends it to the conLiver Pud, which is a quick and permanent received, stands as the 88th case, on the calender sumer, it is by no means its chief recomand may be tried In November next. The Board
cure for those disorders. Ask your further instructed me to Inform your Hon. Body mendation.If it were so, sundried fruit
that the Harbor Board shall need about $70 as the
druggist for the great remedy, and take city's share towards defraying the expensesneeded
might be bleached by sulphurous acid
no other, and if he does not keep it send in carryingon the suit, which amount may bo
gas,
or chlorine, to make it inquired after.
called upon in the coarse of the present month.
$1.50 in a letter to the French Pad Co.,
All of which Is respectfullysubmitted,
Take off peaches, for example, forty-eight
K. Hciiaddelbe,See'u Harbor Board.
and receive one by mail post paid.
Dated Oct. 1st, 1880.
hours before they are fully ripe; dry half
—Accepted,and the clerk Instrncted,upon applicaof them either in the sun, or in in oven,
tion
of
said
Board,
to
Issue
a
warrant
for
the
S&ncho Panza.
amount required and report the same at the first or dryer not philosophically constructed,
meetingof ihe Council thereafter.
“Blessings on the man,” exclaimed
and the other half in a philosophical
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
merits by actual trial has dispelled

OCHOUTEN, R.

TTIGOINS,

Attornyi.

13th, 1880,

GKO. H. SIPP, City

D. DE VRIES,
H.D. POST.
Com. on Library.

Mich. _

XX

JlL

8mlt, sIRlng gravel .......................
45 CO
A. Van den Nagel, siftinggravel ........... 18 00

J.

,

2nd. That the toul amount to be assessedand
levied in said special assessmentdistrict, shall he
seven hundred and forty-seven dollars,as per estimate hereinbefore adopted;
8rd. That the lots and premises thus to be assessed, shall Include the same lands heretofore
designated by the Common Conncil. in the
aforementioned resolution, to-wlt:“lota one
and sixteen in Block thirty-two;lots six and seven
In block thirty-three,
lots six and seven in block
thirty-four,
lots one and sixteen in block thirtyfive, lots one and sixteen in block forty-two. lots
six and seven in block forty four, lots one snd sixteen tu block forty-five,lots one and sixteen in
block fifty,lots six and seven In block fifty-one,
lots one snd sixteen In block fifty-throe, lots one and
sixteen in block sixty, lots three and four in block
slxty-one,lots throe and four In block sixty-two.
lots one and eight In block slxty-thres,
lots one snd
eight in block sixty-eightand lots three and four
In block sixty-nine,or such sub-divisions of ssld
lots or lands as uisy be abutting upon said part of
Fish Street as aforesaid: also the two Public
Squares fronting upon said part of Pish Btreet and
also the street intersectionswhere said partof Fish
Street crosses Seventh, Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh,
Twelfth, Thirteenth,Fourteenth,and Fifteenth

person can perceive the superior ex—Adopted.
By Aid. Do Vries,
cellence of the evaporated. Drying fruit
pEST, R. B., Physician aud Surgeon,has made
Rewired,That the Board of Registration of the
L> the disease of the Eye, Ear aud Threat a and probablydo think so. The medicine city of Hollandwill meet at the following places In is removing the natural Juices, either in
special study. Officehours uigtbi and day, on the relieves inflammation,
external and Inter- said city, on Saturday, October 80th, A. D. 1880, the sun, in an oven, or in dry air. The
cor. of Eighth and River sis., Holland, Mich. 6-ly
between the hours of eight o'clock a. m. and eight
nal. Sold by D. R. Meengs, Holland, o’clock p. m. for the purpose of completing the outside is dried first. Evaporating is
f EDEBOER,F.S.,City Physician and Suigeon;
lists of qualifiedvoters for the several warda in
aaid city:
removing the natural Juices, while the
±J office at residence, on Eighth street,near
Chi. A M. L. S. R. R. crossing.
In the First Ward atthe rooms of Columbia Fire
fruit is kept In air saturated with moisture.
If you want canned goods, call at the Eng. Co., No.
*

Tickets to all the principal cities In the West,
South, and Bast at popular prices.

lusinejisi

The following bills were presented for payment:
For, digging grave ....................$ 1 25
11. Meyer A Co., repairingbook case ....... 1 00
H. D. Post, 85 new books for Library ..... 100 00
The Cappon A Bertsch Leather Co., leather. 3 91
J. Van der Veen. OH, etc .................1 17
John Vaupell, sal. as Mirshal, Sept ......... 22 92
Geo. H.SIpp, •• *• Clerk “ ........ 2500
F. 8. Lcdeboer “ “ Physician Aug. A ept 16 66
P. Nagel kerk, digging grave for skeletons.. 5 00
James Reeves, disintenngskelutQns ........ 5 00
H. Meyer A Co., coffin for skeletons ........2 26
E. J. Harrington, Jr., draylngskeletons... 1 80
E. J. Harrington, Jr. draylng lumber ....... 1 55
L.

—Allowedand warrantsordered Issued on

alike;

assessed

A.TEHVREE,
C.LANDAAL,

from Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil ought

the north, 6.25 p. m.

, “
“ “
“
“

Holland,
Grand Haven,
Graud Haven,

Office,

PhyiiciiBi.

EXPRESS

for

the Peace,

Notary Public,Conveyancer, etc.
Van Laudegeud'sBlock.

No. 3. No. 1,
p. in.
a. m.
7
8
8
9
11
11
1

Connell.

Real Estate and Insurance
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col- Sancbo Panza, “who invented sleep.”
ectloni made In Hollandsnd vicinity.
Granted, Sancho, but Is not he who

.

Going Sonth.

Going North.

10
2b
55
00
55
25
50

POST, HENRY D.,

mike

J.

that by combining some well

its

pUTKAU A VAN ZoEREN, New Meat MarJD kel, uearcornerEighth and Fish Sireet.All

of Holland, are hereby Instracted forthwith to
s " Special AssassmentRoll of Fish Street
Special Assessment District,” to defray the expenses for the improvement of said part of Fish
Street,as aforesaid.

city

PETITIONS AND ACCOUNTS.

Benefactors.

most

451.

0
«

When a board of eminent physicians
and chemists announced the discovery

SCOTT, Livery

11., Livery

.......
.......

^dditistval

J. Scott, proprietor.
This hotel is locatedon the cor. of Nmlh aud
Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
$1.00 per day. Good accommodations can always
be relied on. Holland,
8-ly

• Mixed trains,
PAUEL8,
PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
Daily except Sundav and Monday.
of Ptugger Mills; (Steam Saw and Flour
$ Daily except Saturday.
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
| Mondays only.
All other irainsdally except Sundays.
vyiLMS, P. U. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
All trains on this road, will bo run by Chicago
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cortime which Is 20 minutes later than Columbus loth and River streets.
time.
Notary Publici.

9
8
7
7
5
5
3

lb

lb ..........
Chickens, dressed per lb....

OCOTT’S HOTEL. Wm.

kinds of sausages consiautly on hand.

t

No. 4. No. 2.
a. m.
p. m.

“ “

6-ly

Beit kartell.

5.25 a. m.
3.35 p. m.
* 8.20 a. in.

p. ra.

*5.35 p. in.
\ 9.50 p. in.

“
it

Beef, dressed per

JL

NO.

REPORTS OP STANDING COMMITTEE*.
The Com. on Poor reported presenting the semimonthly report of the Director of the Poor and
®
said Com., recommending $39.25 for the support
of the Poor for the two weeks ending Oct. IB, 1880,
•»-Approved and warrants ordered Issued.
The Com. on Library reportedthe following: Streets; and the said lots, lands aud premises shall
be designatedand ths same are hereby declared
To the Hon. Mayor and Common Connellof the to constitute a specialstreet districtfor the putcity of Holland.
pose of iptdal assessments, to defray the expense
Your committee would reipcctfolly report that of grading and otherwiseImprovingsaid part of
4*(i4 6 they purchased one hundred dollars worth of oooks Fien Street as aforesaid;said dlrtrict to be known
8 by arrangementwith 11. D. Post. Librarian.That as ‘Fish Street Special AssessmentDistrict.' ”
® 11 the hooks are here, and are being labeled, cata- Resolved, That the clerk is hereby Instrncted to
8 logued and covered, to be ready to Issue,and we
respcctlullyask that the bill herewithbe allowed, furnish the Board of Assessorswith a copy of
these resolutions.
to pay for them.
Council adjourned until Wednesday, 7:80 o’clock
Respectfully submitted,

Meal

Michigan.

*7.30 “
3.25 p. m.
9.40 p. m.

86
40
35
65
60
00
90
30
on
75
U0
65
90
20

<&

Mich.

Hold. ,

Leave

Muskegon, Penlwater

&

“

PUCENIX HOTEL.
JL

aud Boarding
1 J. stable.Fine rigs and gootl horses can always bo relied on. On Fish street,near Scott's
33-tf

Effect, Thursday, July 8, 1880.

&

Buckwheat, bushel .............
65
Bran, (ft 10U Ots ....................
<8>
Feed, S ton ......................
(p 18
V 100 lb .....................
hotel In the city. Ample accommodations for
Barley,
V
100
lb
....................
1 20(o> 1
permanent boarders and transient guests. Every<6 i
thing first clars. Cor. of Eighth aud Market sirs., Middling, 100 lb ...............
Flour,
^
brl
.............
........
4
Holland,
8-ly
Pearl Barley, V 100 lb ...............
(& 3
Jae. Ryder, proprietor. Rye W bush .....................
Located near the Chi. A W. Mich. R. R. de- Corn Meal 100 lbs ..............
1(0 lbs .........
Ql 1
pot, has good facilities for the traveling public, and Fine Corn
Sts table is unsurpassed.On Ninth sir., Holland,
Meats, Etc.
8-ly

rUTY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Pro\J prletors.The largest and best appointed

TTAVERKATE A

*8.40 a. m.
8.14 a. m.
1.50 p. m.
| 10.10 p. m.

.

General Dealers,in Dry
Grain, Feed, Etc.
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caps,
Wheat,
white
V
bushel ........new
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Corn, shelled V bushel ...........
Oats, $ bushel ......................
Hotel!.

JL> and barn on Market sireet. Everythingfirstclass.

Chicago tc West Michigan B. B.

Tram*.
Grand Rapids.

M

V

I>OONE

Arrive at
Holland,

.$ 3 50
. 2
. 2 50
. 2 00
12

“

Liveryini Sale Stablei.

Taken

35
3 25

of Fur- Cordwood, maple, dry ...............
*• green .............
Ivl nlture,Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
beach, dry ...............
ictnre Frames. etc.: River street.
** green ............
Railroad ties .........................
General Dealeri.
Shingles, A $ m ....................
.
all kinds

Corner of First and Fulton street, Grand Haven,

All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

fTtlTQ D A DI?D

8 00

Wood, Staves, Etc,

farslture.

Vf KYER, H. A CO.. Dealers in

Good accommodations for steady boarders, !’or.k’
Subscriber'sname will donote audtrferyfacilityfor transient guests.The Enthe Subscription.
Two ZZ sig- glish, German aud Holland languages are spoken. Turkeys,per

that no paper will be continuedafter date.

nify

31-ly

Clover seed, # lb ..................
Bgg», V doxen .....................
Honey, *Mb ......................
Hay, V ton ................. ... ..
Onions, V bushels ................
Potatoes, $ bushel ................
Timothy Seed, V bushel ..........

TTAN PUTTEN G„

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One

| 3

Apples,V bushel ................. $
Beans, t? bushel .............
Butler, V lb ....................

Dresi Bakeri.

WHOLE

Holland, Mich., Oct. K, 1880.
The Common Council met in regular bcmIod and
Resolvsd, That In accordance with the provisions
of Title XIX of the Charter of the city of Holland,
was calledto order by Mayor Van dor Veen.
85
it is hereby fartherordered:
Aldrrmen preient: TerViee, DeVries, Butkau,
1 00
1st. That said special assessmentshall be made
Boone, Kramer, BerUch and the clerk.
16
5 <0
Minute*of last meeting were read and stood ap- according to frontage,upon all the lands and lots,
or aub-dlvUlons of lots, abutting upon said part of
14
proved.
Fish Street as aforesaid; each foot frontage to be
10
Aid. Landa&l appeared and took his scat.

Produce, Etc.

stock of goods appertaining to the bus-

1

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND’8 BLOCK.

OTTO

v

iness.

HUM,

-

Common

\X7ALSII HEBER, Druggist A Pharmacist; a

a weeklyITewspapee,

1880.

9,

[orrtcuL.]

®ur parkfK

V

80LUND CIII,

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

Boddlin.

yAUPELL, H., Manufacturerof

Y

and dealer in

Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips;

Eighth street.
Tobacei ml Cigars.

To secure most perfectly the

full flavor of

must
chamber heated by

evaporated fruit, the trays or hurdles
be placed in a hot air

a furnace, a coll of hot air pipes or of

steam. A

furnace or stove with infficlent

radiating surface to produce a temperature

Resolved, That the Improvement of that part of of from 260 to 800, deg. Pah. is all that ii
Fish street, lying between Seventh street and
needed. The tray or hurdles sre placed
Sixteenth street, in the city of Holland, be and the
River street.
same are hereby ordered In accordancewith the above it for about ten minntes, or until it
Watchii i&i Jewilry.
But can’t cure Rheumatics without with- resolutionsof the Common Connell adopted June
is heated through. It is then elevated by
16, A. D. 1880, via:
'DARKS, W. H. Attorney and Conncelor at Law,
out Eclectric Oil.
TOSLIN A BUEYMAN, Watchmaker!, Jewelers,
JL corner of River and Eighth streets.
"That all of that part of Fish Street aa aforeaaid, machinery or endless chains five inches
and dealers In Fancy Goods; Corner of Marbe graded the entire width tbereol pursuantto a
Sold by D. R. Meengs, Holland,Mich.
T'EN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting ket and Eighth Street.
grade and profile to be established by the Common and another tray of fresh fruit is shoved
JL Agent. Offlceln Kenyon A Van Patten’s hank
Connell aa hereinafterfurther provided for;
Any kind of Men’s and Boy’s Clothing That the aide-walks and cross walks along aaid in the place made vacant. This operation
Eighth street.
of Fish Htreet, as aforesaid, be taken up is continneduntil tbe hot air chamber is
cut and made to order according to the part
whereverthis shall be made necessary, and re-laid
lubtrs.
latest styles. We have some very fine upon the grade to be established aa above set- filled with trays, when the first that was
forth, after the grading work is completed ;
p\E GROOT, L. barber. Hair catting, shaving,
put in is ready to come out.
goods.
Call and see us at
I. 0. of 0. P.
JL/ shampoonlng,halr-dyelng, etc., done at reaThat suitable draina, cnlverts,or water-courses
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City
be
constructed,
wherever
this
shall
be
deemed
Holland City Lodge, No. 192,IndependentOrder
BRUSSE’S CLOTHING HOUSE,
Notice.— We were suffering the most
14-iy
necessary, and that the same be properlydesigof Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Main 8t., Zeeland, Mich. nated in the plans and profiles of said work;
Fellow's Hall, Holland Micm, on Tuesday Evening
excruciating pain from inflammatory
ComaluloaXsrofciat.
of each week
That the expenseof ssld improvement and work
rheumatism. One applicationof Dr. •
Visiting brothers arecordially invited.
defrayed by a special assessmentupon the
TYEACH BRO'S, CommissionMerchants, and
No 1 Graham, Rye and While bread will be
John Uuxxel, N. G.
lands
and
Iota abnttingupon said part of Fish Thomas’ Eclectric Oil affordedalmost
JD dealers in Groin, Flonr and Produce. High- Will H. Rogers, R. 8. *
be sold from this date for 5c a loaf at
Street as aforesaid; except that the cosU for imest market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
proving the several street-crossings,the taking instant relief, and two fifty cent bottles
JNO. PES8INK.
store cor. Eighth A Fish streets, Holland, Mich. 17
op and relaying of crosswalks, the frontsge of the
r. * a. k.
affected a permanent core.
two public squares on ssld part of Fish Street and
Dsitilt.
A Regular Communicationof Unity Lodge,
An Immense stock of dry goods to pick the expenses incorred in the construction of drains,
O. E. Comstock, Caledonia, Minn.
No. 191, F. A A.M.. will be held at Masonic Hall,
or wf ter courses, be assessed against the
Sold by D. R. Meengs, Holland, Mich.
SN EE, D. M., Dental Sargeon; residenceand Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening, Oct. from, a large assortment of summer dress cnlverts
city and paid from the General Fond, ts toe extent
UT office No. 42 Ninth street,next door to the 18, at 7 o’clock, sharp.
goods, hosiery, and notions, can always that such cross-walks, drains, sewers or waterFirst Reformed Oharch.
Otto B retman, W. M.
courses, shall be made to coostttnte a part of this
“Did you find Mr. Sprlggina, Patrick ?”
W. H. Jottnr, 8sc'».
be found at H. C. Akely & Co., at Grand improvement and unless othsrwise provided for by
Drags aid XidlolMi.
“I did suit.” “What did be aayt’’
the Common Council.”

\KC BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor at
Ifl Law, aud Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11

'T'K ROLLER, G.

X

Generaldealer In Tobacco,
Cigars, Snufi, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
J.,

We may live without work and have
dom from toil,

free-

O

Hotel.

12-tf

...

m

pvOESBURG, J.

O., Dealer in Drugs and Med!cines, Paints and Oils, Brashes, Ac. Physloian’sprescrlptlonscarefully patnp: Eighth it.

XJ

VfBSNGS,D. R., Drag Store.

Fine Drags, Mediclnes, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfamerlea. Rlvsr street.

itI

.

A large

stock of Resdy

Made Clothing

can always be found at Brnsse’s Clothing
House

Haven.
At

17—

tf.

Brusse’s Clothing Store, in Zeeland,

Zeeland,and will yon can find a very fine and complete
greatly reduced rates for the selectionof Gents’ furnishing goods. Borne

in the Village of

be sold
next 60

days.
at

81

tf

of the ’nobbiest.’ Go and

see.

81-tf

Resolved, That the Plata, diagrams and estimates
said Improvement,drawn and submittedby B.
Grootcnhula. Esq., and depositedwith the city
clerk ter public examination, be and the same are
hereby approvedand adopted.
for

ByAhUtnikao,

“Niver
Not

a

a

worrud, suit.” “Not

word! Why

not, Patrick

cause he was out, surr.

”

“Out!

word!
F’ “Bea.

I

thought

you said you found him.” “I did, sun;

Resolved, That the Board of Assessorsof the I

found him oat.”— Bcwfun Transcript,

’

I

were conducted by Bishop Quintard,of the onship was brought -to a close on the 30th of
EpiscopalChurch. Mr. Thomas Hughes, M. P., September,and resultedin the success of the
delivered an address.
Chicago Club. The record of games won and
lost by the eight competingclubs during the
POLITICAL.
The Greenbackera of New Hampshire five months' season (May 1-Sept 30) is as fol
owss
met at Manchester last week, and placed the
'
Won. Lost
following candidates in the field : For Governor, Chicago. ......................
17
31
Warren 8. Brown ; Railroad Commissioners, Providence ..................
37
Nathaniel Wiggin, John D. Emery ; third can- Cleveland..........
Troy .....................................
41
didate to be named by the Htatc committee ;
Worcester ................................
42
Electors-at-Large, P. B. Holmes, D. C. WhitteBoston ........ ;.r. ........................
44

THE FAMILY DOCTOR.

ices

follaitd fits ijtw*.
, HOLLAND Cm. MICHIGAN.

.

WEEKLY HEWS REVIEW,

more ; for Congress, Dr. LaFarelle, First district ;
F. Wood burv. Second ; D. T. Chase, Third ____

THE EAIT.

Buffalo

^

J.

07
61
47
41
39
40
25
21

..

................

A teby simple and expeditious way of
cooking a little bit of chicken or fish for
a sick person is to butter a paper thickly,
and place the food to be cooked within
the paper, and place it on a gridiron
over a clear fire. A very short time
suffices to cook it thoroughly; and I
have often found that to be eaten when
all other modes of invalid cookery’ have
been tried in vain. — Chambers' Journal.

58

Cincinnati......................
CO
There ia war between the Salteaux

The South

Carolina Greenback Convention
The American University of Philanominated the followingticket : Governor, L.
delpliia and Eloctic Medical Collcpe of Penn- W. R. Blair ; lieutenantGovernor, B. C. Gist ; and Mandrils. A party of nine belonging to
sylvania, known to the community a« Buchan- Comptroller,Gen. John Agnew ; AttorneyGen- the former tribe were south of Fort Ellice, in

Teeth are destroyed either by the
action of acids or the development of
vegetable parasites. The former is the
an’s College, has ceaaod to have further ex- r?1’,
n SEnj Ad‘ I <*«»da. a few miles, hunting, when the Man- much mo.'e frequent cause of decay. It
jutant and Inspector General,B. R. Elkins. ; drilg from lho AmuriC!l„ Hide raided their camp has been demonstrated by actual experiistence by action of the courts.
Robinson, Lord & Co., extensive The Nebraska Democratic Convention I and killed ail the inmates but one, a child,who ment that even very weak acids may
met at Hastingson the 30th ult., ami made the was wounded. The young men of the Salteaux suffice to decompose the teeth subdealers in wood and willow ware, at No. 147
Chambers street, New York, have failed. The Tipto^of
'^^t^'ldandrils^IndcheJed Urn-^iU^nde^Uie darnel of^
firm has done a large business, and its
. .....

| j
| I
«„
j

NerMh^Ijient^id^ove^^J8
credit

Vegetine.
More to Me than Cold.
Walpole, Mam., March 7, 1889.
Mb. H. R. Steven*:
I with to inform yon what Veoetine haa done for me
1 have been troubledwith BryalpelaaHumor for more
than thlrt* ream, in my limb# and other parta of mr
Hidy, and hare been a great aufferer. I commenced
r.ci b X A a* jb lino
oeaa oft
vs aoaw
vat . aeaau
taking Veoetine
one jyear
ago
laat aa
Auguit.
and can
truly aay it haa done more for me than any other medicine. I Mem to be perfectly free from thia humor and
can recommendit to every one. Would nut be without
thia medlcine-’tia
more te me than *old— and I feel it
will prove a blessing to otberr aa It haa to me.
Yuan, moat respectfully,
Mr*. DAVID GLARE.
i

J.

BENTLEY, M.

It han

.......

was unlimited. Outsiders place the liabilities! g ‘“w!* Johnrtoii,.‘^’f “FTlTmore7 Auditor.* iT c!
at $500,000.

m
‘\
ah-

AuS

_

Bobbkt Bohns’ Statue wee .mveUed in
mfroi Pork
p0 vir ’vnw
nn the
tho 2d mst ' of Douglas ’; Ija,m
Land '-'uuiininmuucr,
Commissioner, E. n.
H.
,
, Tr.„
TT.'„ ^ . | oubstnncee
exert no deleterious mn
influences
Cpntml
Nmv York on
. ,v
.
fmimwiuueBeiertuuuoicieriuuB
Central Park, Now lorK, on
iuht. drcWB> of Ullfftllo . Superintendent of Public Two brothers at Richmond Hill, Out., ; lintjl putrefaction is far advanced
George William
Curtis delivered
oration. histrucUon,Dr/Alex. Bear of Madinon. Proa- , .juarrcled.and one dealt the other a fatal b ow.
William finrtia
dohveml the
thn oration.
When cold affects tho head and eyes
....James Murray was fatally gored by a
!
*»4
..... and impedes breathingthrough the nose,
bull, on Jersey City heights,N. J. He un1 Over 12,000,000 bushels of grain were shipped
dertook to drive tho animal home, when it Bton, of
great relief is gained by a wet napkin
turned, and, throwing him to the ground,
spread over the upper part of the face,

in Hint

rw™

An-

,,

Thc
WA.H.NOTON,

M1

Plattsmouth.

thrust its horns into his stomach,disemboweling
him ..... Jacob Chadwick, of Crosswick,N. J.,
while attemptingto stanchiona ferocious bull,

A

Washingtondispatch of the

covering the nose, except an opening for
breath. This is to be covered by folds
was gored so that he died.
tho ceinn. enumerator* i» «o far advanced that 1 "«m, anaoaneea that he haa reached a Htage [ of flannel fastened over the napkin with
^ UH a handkercliief.So also a wet towel
. Hbegheny’s wholesalednig store and it 1* now stated at tho ceiwu* office that the ex- i IV.,
amination of the return* of tho 30,000 enuI”1* ^ K Oi’ to anv future ravage* on
yle piroat and whole chest covered
McLand A Reardon’s hardware store at Troy, meratorawtU be concluded in about fonr week*, P»rt ot ll f nwoc , .f he only receives
| «nth folds of flannel, often relieves opN. Y., have been burned. Loss, $100,000 ; in- when tho census taker* who have so long been i “ctlv" ro-openhonof the
A New York dispatchof the Gth mat. 1 pressed lungs. So says Miss Bucher,
snsed.,.. David Douglass A Co., importersof waiting will receive their
hist,

1st

says the work of examining tho returns

of

j

who has

;

vestigating the habits and ravages of the cotton- |

spent several months in the South

in-

|

pay.

New

^

planters,

^0^^

York, who ten years ago were
Thu Post Office Department has sent | -ay* “the epidemicnow raging among the !
aSsTi.ot
worth $250, (XX), have suspended....Blossou
a special agent to Florida to ascertain what has horses is spreading to all the animals in the re^n„ ftti
jg tjle ^)est ^mo
beat Schaefer in a game of billiards at New
York for $1,000 and tho championshipof become of the large number of registered let- stables of the car and stage companies.It ia 1 fti 0 / r *1 1 1 fooMmtli which nhnnhl
ters known to have been saved from the wreck ! estimated that 10,(K)0 animals are
u<)t loowmtli, wiiicli sliould
America.
Twn np the larrmat
of tho Yera Cruz. Forty are known to have from the disease in New York and Brooklyn." be followed by the lemonade.
been washed ashore and saved. Onlv two have The disease is also spreading in the cities
Invalids should keep the refronhprising the Holmes, Booth A Hayden works, j i)t.enreceivedat the Department The belief the Middle and Western
meuta covere(|
gick-room. The
containing many costly machines and tools, 1 is that they have been stolen by the wreckers.
ipllips hlanc-manaps nml v.irinn« lh,

“fl.^ke

njgjlt

®

*

|

'

w^iiw^^'^^iarlM^^wrffiMne^berof

^tefenmney

oiitetai§ii^g°

weed or

!
I
,
^

tlu.

^

papery
if
. SS6 ^

working in

Nathan LmnMin, by whom be wa,
employed, in Orange countv,Ind., had a chill
. field with

XX

fS

,

d.U,r»hWo^erh°

tS

d

Offl'm7i0hnt'r

faHtle’*ince odeMft “ ,,ho «raiu

“^An-

i
|

KTeerL^beS^n^tnS

\

»

Mrs. George Hamilton, of
whom

.

-t-

mony

____

The Mexican Congress wa* opened on

cent bonds .................... $ 222,819.050
the 21*1 of September.The Presidential elecFive per rents .........................474^31,550
tioti di*putewa* referred to the District Judge
Four and ono-halfper cents ........... 250,000,000
Fonr nor cents ........................738,263,950 fur
Ret unding certiflcatcs.................1,083,850
The editors of tlie chief journals
Navy ismsion fund. ..................
14,000,000

ftnd.

“?

™ .much 8^und

‘“‘f
C°ld'

J'

t^ful1

.*

-

SShgTn!

-r „

rri.A lv

b»-s

^ie ^xPerlpnte

™

beeu tbe l>e8t

^

.

.

,

neighliorhoodin

He

!

m

Loudon

six-house coach containing Chief
Justice Donohue, of ‘New York, and several

Tim

says

•

•

just

,

Rich in Nourishment,
.

Health and Strength.

Do not confound this MatchlessRenovator of Feeble
and F.xhaustedConstitutionswith violent cathsrtics,
cheap decoctionsof vile drugs, and ruinousintoxicants
Innocently labeled •bitters.”MALT BITTERS ip peal
to popular confidence
becausepreparedfrom Unftmvtrd
Mull, Hops and Ca/t«a|/a,and other precious ingredients,
according to the proceai of Liebig, and are rich in tlie
elements that restoreto Mnnaneat health tho Weak,
Convalescent, Consumptive,Over-worked,Nervous,
Sleepless, Dyspeptic.Bilious,Fickle in Appetite, and for
all forms of Liver, Kidney and Urinaryditficulties. Beware of imitationssimilarly named. The aenuimt bear
the COMPANY'S SIGNATURE,as above. Sold eveixwhere. MALT BITTERS COMPANY. Boston.

enM

on the subject would be allowedto appear, and fence down in Brookline street, and ate
I that during the present reign it would lie prema- > up rt tin pailfulof plaster of Paris which
cates ..................
26,033,660
' tare to dt.cn.* tbo qaction of » conrtdut.oa.I hn(,
mixed up by a ma80n who
ooorwvn.M ____ Tlie social warfare
Ireland,
'
K,
,,
Total without interest.
389,92^441
growH in intensity.wa« Phl?^ng llP a fiBsnre in a cellar
7,181,940

^ITteBS

or

It

small, let the white of an egg or a teaspoonfulof strong coffee be swallowed
as soon as tlie stomach is quiet, as these
articlesnullify a largo number of virulent poisons.

yf™.

.....

Vegetine is Soli ly All Drn&nists.

mustard, stirred

“d Bwdlowed matantly

$

Fractionalcurrency
Gold aud silver certifi-

Boston, Mass.

“.d

i St Petersburg have been summoned before
l he hflfi fo.rftfe1d.aroul,(1 the
Total coin bonds ..................... <1,700,098,400 Gtn. MeUkotf, .ad told that thair contiantd *****
but victou. career in
...........
6,011,665
discussionof a constitutionfor Russia i,nH a S()Im u li.it tragic manner last lueadaj
Legal tenders ............346,741,841
1 highly displeased the Czar ; that nothi g more noon.
crawled through a broken
Certificates of deposit
9,965,000

she had sepa-

H. R. STEVENS,

fallen into

a
A troublesome old marsh goat, which

in

Matured debt

PREPARED BY

„T“

I
!
i

.

Sacra-

VEGETINE

prevailing

^“XffiaTaf7' ““f e¥C"t

settlement

rated. He called on her, and during the conversation she shot him dead. Cause, jealousy.
Last winter she shot and severely wounded a
young girl who had excited her jealousy.

A

“

with1

the

acres.

R11 per

mento, Cal., sent a note, asking an interview
with her husband, from

r‘

coolinc drinks, are more or

0^07

ever

“etOT1

'B

'

m

'
"“tA ““

l)urt,of1

aUtte

Ibe

1

|

WRIGHT

8^1188 milk left unco\ered will soon

j
I

:

^oKrrV»
S
rPl 1^0*cre>,'1“ ',itb
lUlStaSltarU,^^^

i

sota wheat crop is much better than the farm
era of that State thought it would bo some
weeks ago. Then the frequent heavy rains
threatenedto damage the crop. The Dakota
crop is the finestever raised.

Toronto,Ont., March 8, 1880.
Dear Sir— Consideringthe short time that Veoetine
hns been before the public here, It sells well ss a blood
purifier,and for troubles arialng from a sluggishor torpid liver it Is a firtt-claasmedicine. Our customers
speak loudly Ln ita praise.
J.
A CO.,
Cor. Queen and ElisabethStreets.

League.

A profound sensation has been again

’

used

b^come

thc

eXre

a‘cr\rt

ludfl

1

t“"mo“t 1,0“trful
WHa^ngt0on ^Director of "P to the cloHe of tlle !a8t •vear
to 1x5 Tke Australian InternationalExhibithe ’ Obaervatory at tho Univeraity| 752*557’1^a<7f^®a^0V1Mtimated yet; tion wa* opened at Melbourneoutlie 1st of
of Michigan, at Ann Arbor, report* having TUWurvpyod of L062. 23 1.727
! Ootolx-r, witli great circumstance. The Mardiscovered a largo comet. It is situatednear
Following is the pubiic-debt state- qui* of Normandy,Governor of Victoria, and
other high official*participatedin the cere- j

W

Loudly In Its Praise.

I

tho junsonhe lived
lived to
to serve
serve out
out created mRn*»ia by the Bccond announcement of
ui»
J.u.»un- 1i have
i,aVc been
been paid
raid him
him had
had he
*^6.000, the 0Jerea ne^pOT that one of tbc local ,m

r^XTwhlcfrJnUr^t

rfs,

Berlin boa

to the United States from Berlin within the ' 0(lor’ f8 C,a? be F?™11 hJ leavu4lt bl
last four weeks.... A cable dispatch reports1 room freshly painted. How important,
that the Albanian city of Dulcigno,cedent by 1 then, that the poisons of sickness should
the treaty of Berlin to Montenegro, has been 1 be carefully kept from all that is to be
burned by order of the Albanian
eaten.

The daughter of ex-PresidentZachary

Edward Cromwell, while

The Im^riftl Bank of

ica. As much as $14,000,000 of goidhasco.no!

* i
i Tavlor lias just drawn from the United States
fatally poisoned
lialaQCC of
„.hich B01lld

tiiorn-apple....A 8t Loni.

Newmarket, Ont., Feb. 9. 1880.
MR. H. It Steven*. Boeton.Mas*.:
Sir— I have sold during the past year a considerable
quantity of your Veoetine, and I believe In all caaea it
has given satisfaction.
In one case, n delicateyoung
lady of alKiut seventeenyears waa much benefited by 1U
use. Her pirenta Informed me that it bad done her
more good than all the medicaltreatment to which ahe
had previously been subjected.
Yoora respectfully,
J. BENTLEY, M. D.

ju

roREIGR.

stop, if possible, the flow of gold toward Anier-

Tota,
west.
n •

Two chtldrkn were
in
by eating the seeds of
m Chicago
umcagoDyeauuguu™.
o.

States.of

SZZX.iSL’S:

attempted in tho United States has just been Two-year uotwi of 1863 ......
12,550
made at the Black Diamond Steel Works in Two-year coupon-notes of I8f>3 .......... 22.350
Pittsburgh. It was an anvil block weighing 1G0 Compound-interest notes ................241,210
tons. The preparations consumed Hovcral *rB('t*ona' currt:ncy ^ lRflUC,, ........ 15,657,878
months of labor, and were of the most elaborate
$362,C‘12^n4

miB

all

suffering

Imildimrs

_

done more good than
Medical Treatment.

:

1

\ '

linens at

D.v says

dosiutift

tlie Viscount Mount- wall. A few moments after his stolen
presence of the lunch he commenced acting in a funny
,capsized at Milton, Cal., while
worst
and the likelihood j manner; he blinked fiercely, and Iris
other tourists,
returning from the Yoaemitc. Father Trayner Debt k-eecwh in
$1 915 594 182
the diseonUnt>-d peasantry. lin(]er jaw swung from right to left with
was fatallyinjured. Imt the other members of i»-. rea,o .luring septmnlS ............ h',974>ji^an Timpukr8 aVa InudlorJ a VilaghluSte il terrificswiftness. Then, with a furithe
the party
partv escaped
escaped with
with slight
«hght bruises.
e ainee June 30 ................
20,578,1.2
K!
of tlfe miff is «us bellow of agony, he went through a
,
... ,Ii>—
Currvnt
.........
...v ...v.^.u ... ...v ........l. m ----- ------- .....
....... “-o" ••
1 HE rag-cutting rooms ol me writing- interest due and unpaid................
2,401,8i£
throwing the sen
ant
*<{; |I thejmbject
the wilijectof
of general diHcussion.
discussion. Everybody kitchen window, throwing
servant
Cvu./H’j in England denouncesthe crime as agrarian, <rjj l onto a hot stove, making his egress
jiaper mill at Elkhart, Ind., have beeu
rilQ1^rl1i1nterw,t
lliW cea'ed ......

m

.

*

Lo*a estimated at

,

............

1

liabilities—
$

,

burned.

— A

tbo

yf

treasury

bruises.
,,

systematic Gold and riRerwrortiitre!
robbery of the Kansas Pacific road, which ha* i
held for redemption
$35,0(X)

of

Total debt ...........................
$2,096,632,506
murder
’ i8/joe,iB6 morris indicate*
Cafdi in treasury ........................
199,945,260
nawnons,
Total interest

I

mS

S&tt

^
-

1

rtTSto nTToonaLV:
Gov- then, vuth a

f »r iato the back-yanl.
wild gl.ne ill lus eye, and ft
9,965.000
been gronig on for Keveral montbs ha* just c^h li^nco avaiisbioOft.'
l7.'.
154,768,769 eminent to resist the demand for repression. hot steak-broilerdangling from his herns.
been unearthed by detective*, and the pnuciA Dublin dispatchsays that at a laud
{"rt
Bay
pal conspirators, three conductor* and a bag- Total ................................
$ 199,945,260
and plunged at once and forever beneath
gagemaster, arrested. Their achcmo wa* to , Availableom-ta—
meeting at Armagh there were cries of “Shoo
the waters of the Chnrles.— ifosfon Jouraell tkiketsover the Kansas Pacific road, can- , c“hln treasury .....................
.$ 199,94.'»,260
the landlords;" “Down with the Queen
,
tiomng purchaser*to leave Denver on a certain 1
.
the Government.’' The lenders of the meeting ,l(l '
tntin, ttifrvaytaking thcai tough to Kan*.
afterwardmade inflammatoryspeechesat NewCity nnder the miiienriHton of the throe con- principaloutatanding............... $ 64,623,512 ry, and great excitement prevailed.Ryan
THE MARKETS.
ductera engaged in the
Interest accrued and not yet paid ...... Wi,352
Foley, a farmer in Balliulonton, County Sligo,
THE
j lujerest paid by United States. ........ 47, 589, *61
NEW YORK.
has been murdered. One Boylan, a processInterest repaidby companies—
$7 00 @10 25
server, has been killed at Crossmaglan, County Beeves ............................
Hoos
..............................
5 00 @ 6 80
A negro employed on a railroad in I,1,t1^t...............................
repaid oy triI»Portatlonof
Armagh.
13,824,654
Cotton ............................ll^@ nj^
Florida killed his white boss, and was immedi- By cash payments of 5 per cent, of net
The Italian Government is about to 1 Floch— superfine .................. 3 fio a 4 00
earning*.............................
655,198
ately lynched by a mob.
. A New Orleans disBalance of interest paid by the United
suppress tho newly-arrivedFrench Jesuits.... ; c^-UmltsdeA^8.'
! 1 m % 1 53
pat h says that Sheriff Gauthreanx is a default............................... 33,119,007 Jacques Offcnhach,the cele* rated musicianand oath— Mixed Western ..............
38
43
er to the State for tax collectionsamounting to
Gen.
Sherman
has
telegraphed
to
oomPoseri has just died in Paris, aged 61 years. | !lIE—".tst*rn......................
9f’
about $150,000. The deficit to tho State and
— Cable dispatchesreport that the
........................
l" 7oi (118
Washington that PresidentHaves aud his partv
city is estimatedat $250,000.
press in
is uiuu
tilled wnu
with rcpi»ri»
reports ui
of ueHUiuiiuii
destitution nuu
and I
.............. CHICAGO
......
i I’renn
A STAGE which rims lietween Pearce , l!10t re)arn 10
House till the 7th death in all parts of the interior of the empire, lixtvE^-Cholce Graded ateenu ..... 5 25 @ 5 75
ri»r xfn 01„i
of NovenitaT. . .The report of the local in- and that the granariesst Taganrog are
Cowa and Heifers .........2 40 (4 3 So
City, Mo., aud Euroka Springs, Ark., was , Bpectors of New \ork upon the wreck of tho rapidly emptied to supply the suffering districts. Medium to Fair ...........4 50 @4 80
stopped some twenty miles from the former l steamer \era Cruz has been received at
Hoc.* ...............................
4 60 @ 5 45
Diace bv a nartv of six masked well-armedtreaH,lI7- Tlio officersare entirely exonerated
.
Floub— Fancy Whita Winter Ex.... 5 60 @5 75
!
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year ending

!

th«

general.
Mr. James Forrester and

tlu*

town of Dalton, Ga., and readieda lot of contraband goods seized by the revenue ofticcrs.

wife,
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of !

The Washington department has telegraphed aml blew ontthe

m
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on g°in8

to
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,Qlorm5:
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....................... 39

@

No.

2.

R8*
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longest
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enough
to
insure
a
fair
profit
to
the
producer.
burned. Hy wife is not exp xted to recoT.r. .
A new English colony colled Rugby, was He said the honey crop this year was about summer df 1762. No rain fell from the \ 0Arri, iw EA8T UI,ERTy. pa
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formally establishedlast week in Tennessee, half the usual yield, owing to the bad weather i»t of May to tho i»t of
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tho Collector to use all his force and authority, were found
an unconscious steto the next
to capture and pnnish the raiden. . .The i
Forrester died the next dav, and
steamship Gastello left Savannah, Go., a few
'nfe is not expected to recover ....James
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season!” “Such wet
“Such dry weather!’

1,4

porte* Iik3’- Put UP at an Indianapolis
hotel, j of

is

as

lilgrim ~

“Such a

Indians.

entered
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Tiine., W8tat.%«^.E!::

“Such a cold

s

the Bitters

aa well

'

severe

draw a revolver, but 11 bulled from one of the niemVer of Hie Ute Commission, arrivi*d at ; following:
robbers, which psssi-d throngb his coat-sleeve,Washingtonrecently, with the treaty papers,
hot
admoniuhed him to keep quiet.
signed by 577 of U.e
i weather 1” or,

men

@

being

ittrftmted to ttlc
SeTere.J »rf
,
woman, roblied of their money and other valua- , work °r 1 ruu,i‘
An interesting record is that of
bles. About $900 was taken. Most of the The aggregate cost of the United droughts, as tar back as the lauding of Cohn—

8UU. pwtal service daring tbo
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rhen physiciansand f!
lie. Do not delay, try 1
Send for pamphlet to

WM. E. CLARKB. Providence, B. I.
Prices,75 cents and •1.20. Urge slxe the
cheaMit.Ask your druggist for HUNT’S BElfr

BDx.

Tail uo othsr.

MOOD! MEETINGS AT NORTHTIELD.
Extended reports of the ten days' meetings at Nerthin N. Y. !YlTNKt*rt,9thand16: h Sept- Both
papers sent, postpaid, for ten rente, or 13 copies of
field

A beautifulnew small eight-pag Weekly, containing
choice selectionsfrom celebratedauthors.
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is remarkably vivacious for

her

years.

She likes to talk about the career of her

I

... I

$«9i, husband, and recently said: “Why

^itg

$ollitttd
HOLLAND

..I

I—

I

should I not love

«

to

dwell on the

ory of the being with

CITY, MICHIGAN.

.

days

.

My life has been free from sorrow and
About eighty-five of every 100 of the disappointment. The administrationof
weather predictions sent out -by the
my husband was a success, and he reWashington Weather Bureau the past tired from oflice enjoying the respect
year have been verified. Tliis beats the
and confidenceof his countrymen. It
The

at least.

amount of gold

total

a specie

past.”

circulation of

of the country 50,000,000.

Commodore Vanderbilt
young woman) has an in-

of

(who

is still a

come

of

week. So

$1,000 a

it appears

that she did not sell herself for nothing,

and that William H. did not scoop in
quite all of the old man’s ducats.

Yellow Moon,
ches,

was

chief of the Coman-

sick at his lodge in Arkansas

one morning he crawled from
mounted his i>ony, rode to the

City, but
his lair,

river, swam in its waters, returned to

camp and

When

lay

down

in the broiling sun.

down

the broiling sun went

that

day, the Yellow Moon went down with

Wall

to dwell

circumstance connected with the happy

$11.44 per capita, calling the population

The widow

me

with fondness upon every incident or

and silver in

the country is estimatedto be $570,418,914, which gives

_

is natural, therefore, for

i

it.

street is awakening to the fact

widely

Hamilton, Mass., at the age of 70 United States to Europe during the last
years. He was a native of Nova Scotia, fiscal year endi ng J une 30 last. It shows
and commenced life as a 'journeyman that wo sent to Great Britain and Ireat

ship-carpenter, having learned the trade

land 126,468 pounds of letters and 558,-

in Boston. He afterwardowned an im- 000 pounds of second-classmatter ; to
Germany, 64,430 jHiunds of letters and
mense shipyard at East Boston.

241,920 pounds of second-class matter

He was

and begging for one tiny
her little brother said

nothin’
seen

now. You

how

hangs

it

;

praisingher beautifulhair, to France, 19,991 pounds of lettersand

:

when 91,322 pounds of second-classmatter;

curl,

my

“ O,

’tain’t

!

just ought to have

to Italy, 6,728

pounds

of letters and 39,-

618 pounds of second-classmatter

; to

down when she Belgium, 2,534 pounds of letters and
of the table to comb 10,562 pounds of second-classmatter

long it hangs

on the side

;

it.” Then they laughed, and she called

Denmark, 3,011 pounds

to

of lettersand

her brother a cute little angel, and, 3,558 pounds of second-class matter ; to

when

the

young man

was going away the Netherlands, 3,679 pounds

of letters

and heard that boy yelling, he thought and 11,948 pounds of second-classmatthe lad

was taken suddenly and danger-

The

ter

; to Switzerland, 4,860 pounds of

letters and 22,636 pounds of second-

ously ill.
Fiji islanders, who,

up

to six

years ago, when England adopted them,
were cannibals, and indulged in

class matter ; to Spain; 1,824
letters

and

pounds

class matter ; to Sweden, 8,859
fricas-

seed traders, with cold missionary on

of

14,740 pounds of second-

pounds

of letters and 16,372 pounds of second-

class matter ; to Norway, 6,201 pounds
become so civilized
of letters and 9,993 pounds of secondthat they wear clean shirts on Sunday,
class matter. Total amount of firstsing hymns, and eat yams and beefsteak
class matter, 248,385 pounds ; total
like any orthodox Christian. What with
amount of second-classmatter, 1,021,the sideboard,have

cocoanuts,cocoanut fiber, cotton, sugar

and coffee to export, and a luxuriant 240 pounds.
soil

to grow all these products in, the

colony ought to have a grand future.

A German medical paper gives a

list

of some of the most notable instances
where, in hot weather, bodies of troops

The Pullman

Palace Car Company, on the

in their annual statement for the

fiscal

year ending July

31,

revenue from

sources of $2,635,468,

all

1880, report a grass

and expenses of $955,047.The

march have

suffered severely

from the heat. During the seven years’
war,

when Frederick the Great was

marching from Marienstem upon Bautnet zen, no fewer than 300 men died in one

revenues over expenses are $1,680,421,
applied as follows
lines; $264,000

;

day— the 6th of August, 1760- from sunRentals of leased stroke. On the 21st of May, 1827,
interest on bonds, while the Guard Corps was maneuver-

:

$168,979; dividends on capital stock, ing between Berlin and Potsdam, the
$472,876; total, $905,855;surplus, $774,- men, exhausted by the heat, “fell down
566 ; balance to income account last year,
in masses ” on the road, and the whole
$3,579,380

;

surplus, 1880, $4,354,046.

force l)ecame a mere rabble, some strug-

keep

their

ranks, others lying

down

gling on in vain attempts to

Queen Victoria, it is stated, is again
places in the
to become an author. She proposes to

and dying by the wayside. On the 8th

furnish a descriptive catalogue of

all

the

presentsgiven her during her reign, to

be

illustrated

catalogue,

it

by photography. The

is said, will

be exhaustive,

includingthe most costly gifts of her
brother sovereignsdown to the patched

of

July, 1853, at the conclusion of some

maneuvers in the camp of Beverloo,two

march to the
Hasselt to proceed by

battalions were ordered to

adjacentstation

of

special train to Brussels ; but, before

the former place could be reached, so
and wooden kitchen utensils
many men had (bed from sunstroke, or
sent from her poor subjects and neighhad fallen down exhausted by the heat,
bors at Balmoral. The idea is a pretty,
that of the 600 men originallycomfanciful one, worthy of a good woman
prised in the two battalions 150 only, arwho has intelligenceenough to know
rived at Brussels. In the following year
how to be grateful.
a column of Prussian troops suffered in
A man stepped into a grocery store at a similar manner ; and, during one ot
Northampton; Mass. , with a bundle con- the marches of the French army in the
bed-quilt

which he laid
down for a moment. Near by were several lobsters, which had been done up
for a lady from a neighboring village,
making a package similar in size to the
other. By some chance the owners exchanged bundles, and the gentleman,
taining a pair of boots,

Dobrudscho, an equally great mortality

ensued In the campaign of

1866 the

troops suffered very little from the heat,

and in the war

of 1870-71 there were

comparatively few cases of sunstroke.

Bears are numerous In
county.

The

headquartersof the white slave

trade in Constantinople are in the
Bustondchi quarter, which comprises a
number of small, narrow streets between
Pera, Galata and Tophane. The trade
is conducted almost exclusivelyby a
tribe of Circassians known ns Tessirdchis.
Families generallywork together. One
brother, for example, stops at home and
minds the shop, while the other goes
abroad and purchases and forwards the
raw material of the commerce. Negotiations with purchasersare conducted

the

demand for articles

Gladwin

'

through the intermediary of Arab brokers,
call regularly on their patrons to
Many years ago some poverty-struck inquire if they are wanting anything in
Scotch college sold literary degrees, af- black eunuchs or white girls. The
rendezvous of these gentry is a coffee
ter the fashion of the l>ogU8 medical
house in the Bostondclii quarter, the
colleges of Philadelphia, to anybody who
entry to whiph is strictly forbidden to all
would pay for them. A country parson, save followers of the prophet. A white
anxious to shine as a D. D., mounted l>oy in good health, from eight to fourteen vears old, costs from $180 to $200;
his horse, and, attended by his servant,
if he lias any acquirements,such, for inrode to the college, was duly dubbed stance, os a knowledge of cookery or
“ D. D.,” and returned home with his other housework, he will command twice
parchment. “ Now, Hodge,” he said to as much. A girl under ten years old
may be had for $100, while a maiden behis servant, “I am a D. D., and when
tween twelve and sixteen,especially if
people call you must say, ‘ The doctor is
she can read and write and strum a little
in his library ‘ the doctor is studying on the zittar, is worth $3,500. A female
slave of exceptional beauty, young, white
his sermon
‘ the doctor is not at
home ! ’ ” “I will,” said Hodge, “ pro- and a virgin — the style most in vogue are
blondes and black eyes— brings from
vided you will do the same by me and
$4,400 to $6, 000. For a choice specimen,
say ‘ Dr. Hodge is cleaning out the sta- with a smatteringof French, and able to
ble ‘ Dr. Hodge is shoveling a muck play a few airs on the piano, a rich
heap ‘ Dr. Hodge is blacking boots in amateur has been known to pay as much
as $12,200. But, as may be supposed,
the kitchen.”' “What do you mean,

The postoftice officials at Washington
known in the years immediately preced- have prepared a statement giving the
ing the war as a shipbuilder, died lately amount of mail matter sent from the

Donald McKay, who was

MICHIGAN NEW*.

ket Plaee.
ICorwpoudaoc of lh. MuchrslorExaminer.]

who

Gould can do as he pleases
with the stock market. The quiet little you impudent puppy ? ” cried his masman who slips down to his office in a ter. “I mean,” said Hodge, “that
cab, and slips back again to his home, when I learned that a D. D, cost only
and is never seen in public, never hod $5 I got the President’sname to a dithe Stock Exchange under such com- plomft and I am as good a D. D. as you
or the most learned scholar in the laud”
plete control as of late.
that Jay

at least $85,000,000annually,and also
embracing the three largest wheat-growTerrible Keene* In n ConstantinopleMaring States in the Union.

mem-

whom my

were spent in such supreme happiness?

almanacs

SLAVES IN THE EAST.

of this description

Homely Accomplishments*
A LfttrSH from Roscommon county
There are a few of the accomplish- again warns hunters that “if they bring
ments prized bv our grandmothers which any dogs up into this Nwtheni couneven in these (lays of machiuery, of co- try they will get them killed, by the settlers.”
operation,and of luxurious living, wo
Ur to last Saturday evening, the Titcannot afford to have classed with the
lost arts. Among these is the art of tabawiisseeBoom Company had rafted
plain sewing* In the olden times the in round numbers approximately 450.• r
sampler and patch-work made girlish 000,000
fingers early acquainted with the
Shipmentsof iron ore from the Upper

•

feet*

,

use of the needle, and though no one can Peninsula,this season, to Sept. 15, agcare to see those particular industries gregate 1,360,566 tons, au increase of
revived, yet there are few women who do 455,708 tons over last season.
not find sooner or later that in their lives
What the Saginaw valley needs is a

“the needle bears equality with the
beautiful craft of the pencil and the
mighty power of the pen.” Whether it
is cheaper or not to buy ready-made
under-clothing is not the question. The
point insisted on is that every women
should know how to make her own clothing neatly, skilfully and readily. She
may add to this knowledge that of embroideryand lace-makingjust os she may
odd to a practical knowledge of breadmaking that of making cake and desserts.
There is groat effort made nowadays to
acquire accomplishments comparatively
useless and the neglect of those which

system of river tugs— say one at Bay
City and one at the Saginaws. A regularly equipped fast fire-tug would save
them money occasionally.
The grand stand at the Lndington
(Mason county) fair broke down, carrying 200 persons with it. Many were
bruised and sprained, but no one was

•

badly

injured.

f

‘

The trouble with Rev. Mr. Ware, ot
the Detroit Conference,was reported to'
l>e that be owed so much his usefulness
as a minister was about destroyed ;
hence they lot him out, but took him

are of first consequence.The little girl

back forty-eight hours later.

may begin her apprenticeshipto the
A son of Oakley 'Tyrrell, while driving
needle by making doll clothes, and as near Kalamazoo, saw a squirrel ana
patterns for all manner of lilliputian gar-

jumped from

ments are for

sale in pattern stores,
she can leani to cut out and put together
at

gun

after

the carriage, dragging his

him. The

entire charge

passed through his liver and into
the same time. Of course she must his right lung. Ho lived one and o

have instruction,direction, assistance; to
give these is one of the purposes her
mother was speciallycreated for. By and
by the juvenile seamstress may be promoted, and permittedto exercise her
skill on larger garments and later be
taught machine sewing. But before this
she should master all the mysteriesof
“over and over” stitch, of hemming, felling, overcasting,catatitch, backstitch,
gathering and facing down. Little folks
always want to do what they can’t do,
and a promise of permissionto undertake

half hours.

A few days since Samuel Armstrong,
living in the town of Thomapple, Barry
county, got into a fracas with a neigh-

has greatly fallen off since the halcyon
bor named James Forbes, on their retime of perpetual loans and profuse exturn from a circus. Botli wore dfuuk.
penditure. Black slaves, who are
Forbes was badly injured, and died a
brought principallyfrom Africa, are
few days afterward. Armstrong is under
either sold direct by the importers to the
arrest.
proprietors of harems or to dealers, two
S. C. Boylan, of Battle Creek townof whom have extensivemarts in Stamship, living six miles southwest of the
boul. These two generally keep on hand
city, has presented the museum some
one hundred to one hundred and twenty
slaves each. There are also depots in a difficult task will often stimulate a child Indian relics. They consist of stone
Scutari and in several villages on the to do well that which is entirely within hatchets, pf a very regular form, polBosphorus. A strong black slave sells her power. Then she should be permitted ished smooth by the action of water.
Among the other curiosities found on
for about $90; a black maiden, $67 to to enter upon larger undertakings.
$75; a full eunuch, $315 to $400, and
Mending is another accomplishment the same spot were some stone pipes
half eunuch, $135 to $225. Not the possessed by very few young ladies. and about fifty arrow-beads.- Ra/tlc
least interestingpart of the account This branch of domesticindustryis usu- Creek Journal.
from which I quote is the writer’s ally delegated to the mother or grandOn Sunday, Eddie Wagner, 11 years
description of his visit to a slave dealer’s mother, and the young ladies play the
old, son of Fred Wagner, of the Quincy
den in the neighborhood of Scutari, the piano or embroider when they should l>o
mine, was shot in the back while out
exact localityof which ho was sworn not more usefully employed in mending.
gunning with a companion named Otto.
to reveal. His companion was an Arab This imposes n great deal of drudgery on
Otto had shot at a bird, and, leaning his
broker, whom he had to backsheesh the one who has all the mending to do,
gun against a stump, lx)th boys started
heavily for his services. He assumed the and releases from what should be a pleasto “ retrieve ” the game, but had not
character and presented himself in the ant task, those most able to jiorform it.
pone far when the gun fell from its restgarb of a Hungarian renegade officer in No matter how wealthy a young lady is,
ing place and was discharged, lodging
the Turkish army, the ostensible object she should know when her wardrobe is
its entire contents tn the poor utile
of his visit being the purchase of a in perfect order and be able to keep it so
Wagner’s back near the base of the
halaiks or house slave. The slave -dealer’s with her own hands. There is a very
spine. The wound was a terrible one
warehouse was a large wooden building; complete Manual of Mending recently
the slave-dealerhimself, a dignified published which gives full instructions and bo died from its effects on the folTurk of the old school, bearded,turbanod m this most necessaryand valuable ac- lowing day. — Northwestern Mining
Journal.
and loftily ]>olite. Pipes and coffee were complishment.
of course produced, and, after a due inA terrible explosionbos occurred in
terchange of complimentaryphrases,
the grist-mill of H. A. Beach, at MilA Child’s Library.
business began. The dealer’s head man,
lington. The boiler exploded, crashing
Hassam, a gigantic Nubian, was sumOur own experiencehas convinced us through the building and through an
moned, and told to bring fortli a number that, for the average child, the element addition attached to the mill, used and
of slaves for the inspection of the broker of possession of a b<x>k is of great im- occupied by John Rathbun for making
and his friend. Thirty negro women of portance. The borrowed book, however cider, killing Mr. Rathbun. The buildvarious ages and a number of boys were attractive,is never read with the loving ing is a total wreck. Parts of the buildthen led into the room. These the enthusiasm with which the child devours ing and boiler were found at a distance
broker, who had really a commission to the volume that is his own. Try the ex- of fifteenrods from the mill site. At the
buy two or three slaves, looked carefully periment of loaning to your pupil time of the explosion no other person
over, made them open their mouths, Scott’s Lady of the Lake, Robinson was at or near the mill except John
pinched their ribs, tried their wind and Crusoe, Arabian Knights, Give to Rathbun. Mr. Rathbun was 70 years
examined their “points” as a horse- another pupil the same !>ook as his own old, and leaves an invalid wife.
dealer examines the points of an animal property;in nine cases out of ten the
The State High Court of the Order of
which is offered to him for sale. In the borrowed book will be read on the gallop,
end two women and one boy were hastily taken in and forgotten. The Forestersmet last week at Jackson, and
selected os suitable for their purpose. book owned by the child will l>c read publicly dedicatedthe new hall of Court
Then began a long and almost intermin- leisurely,returned to, and lingered over Lincoln. Subsequently the State High
secret session, and, after
able wrangle. The dealer asked $91)0. with loving fondness; taken out under j ^our^
The broker laughed him to scorn and the trees in summer; taken down from the transaction of routine business, nomoffered $60. Whereupon the Turk the shelf for consultation; really assimi- inated and elected the following officers
waxed scornfully indignant, but in con- lated into the mental and moral being. for the ensuing year : State High Chief
sideration of the rank of his guests offered It is the most common-place truism Ranger, Louis Zurder, Grand Rapids ;
to come down to $220. Then more coffee that the value of reading does not de- State Vice Chief Ranger, E. Shulte,
and fresh pipes were ordered and, after a pend half as much upon the quantity Jackson ; State High Secretary, J. W.
tremendous palaver and an immense gone over as the quality of the 'book and Johnston, Lawton ; State High Treasconsumption of tobacco, the lot was the deliberate and thoughtfulmethod of urer* J. H. Roberts, Grand Rapids;
State High Senior Warden, W. G.
knocked down for $190. The purchase, using it.
it was agreed, should be sent for and the
Now, the natural way to interest a Thompson, Jackson ; State High Junior
dealer's little bill settled on the following child in reading is to give it a book, suit- Warden, Samuel Shellfish, Detroit ;
dav.
able to its years and mental condition, Representativesto the Supreme High
and leave it to its own way of appropri- Court of the World, Dr. J. J. Mulheron
The Slip, the Cup ami Lip.
ating its contents. Every child, now-o- and James A. Randall, Detroit. The
The Boston Transcriptretells the days, even the poorest in the public court then adjourned to meet next year
origin of the rhyming old taw:
schools, should Imj encouraged to found a at Grand Rapids, on the second Tuesday
"There', many a .lip
library. The boy who sees a growing in September.

me*

_

’Tween the cup and die Up."

Some of our subscribers who have studied
Greek may have seen the account in the
Greek Readers:
A King of Thrace had planted a vinevard, when one of his slaves, whom he
had much oppressed in that very work,
prophesied that he should never taste of
the wine produced in it. The monarch
disregardedthe prediction, and when at
an entertainment,he held a glassful of
his own wine made from the grapes of
that vineyard,ho sent for the slave and
asked him what he thought of his prophecy now. To which the other replied:
“Many things fall out lietweeu the cup
and the lip,” and had scarcelydelivered
this singular response l>efore the news
was brought that a monstrous l>oar was
laying waste the favorite vineyard.
Thinking in a rage, he put down the cup
which he held in his hands and hurried
out with his people to attack the boar,
but being tew eager, the boar rushed
upon him and killed him without him
having tasted of the wine.

A

book-shelf overv morning, when he gets
paragraph has been going the
out of bed, will nave a constant reminder rounds of the press below calling the
to save his pennies to buy some favorite deposits of Lake Superior ore Ms, and
book, rather than spoil his stomach with placing the amount of copper they carry
candy or buy a ticket to the Black Crook, at 6 per cent. This statement is decci)Nowadays, when readable editionsof tive and calculatedto mislead. In the
the English classics cun be anight for first place, there is no copper ore mined
fifty cents a volume, almost every child on Lake Superior. All the. copper obis able to buy a few books every year. It
tained in this region is in the shape of
is surprising how s<x)n such a library as- native metal in small and largo masses
sumes re8ix*etableilimeusipnB,and amaz- and small particlesdisseminatedthrough
ing how many beautiful books and valua- the vein rock, the latter material furble magazines are destroyedby children nishing over four-fifthsof the entire pronowadays for want of some, definite duct of the Upper Peninsula.Aside
l

plan ol keeping them together. ‘And from the conglomerate licit worked in
anybody who knows child nature can un- the Calumet and Hecla mine, which is
derstand how much more thoroughly phenomenally rich, the average amount
the books of that home-librarywill be of copper taken from our lodes is under
read tlion the volume borrowed from any 2 per cent. To the uninformed on ore
source.
carrying6 per cent, of copper may ap»
*
pear rich, while in point of fact its comTeachers and parents, set yonr chil- mercial value is not as great as our poordren to this good work of founding a est lodes, which average below 1 per
child’slibrary, and keep them at it till cent, of ingot copper. A copper ore,
they need no pushing from vou. And it after being mined, has to undergo exmay turn out that a few shelves of g<xxl pensive metallurgical treatment in order

*

* *

*

books will educate your child more than

to

bring it

to a state of

commercial value

The Changes of Thirty-one Years.
all the schools and universities.— iV. K. which our vein stuff attains by being
The Rothschilds.
In 1849, when gold was discovered in Journal of Education.
simply crushed and washed at a miniThe Rothschilds are richer and more California, there was not between the
after having nearly reached home, found
• ,
, ] mum oofit.—Portage Lake Mining QaA man may work twelve hours a day
his boots suspiciouslymoist, and took powerful than ever. Thev are men who Missouri river and the Pacific ocean, or
watch over estate and influence with in- from Manitolxito Sonora, over 25,000 for fifteen years on a morning newspaper
them back t° the store. But the lady cessant vigilance. They have not only
persons of Caucasian stock, and not 30,- without taking a vacation for the benefit
A New York medical journal says that
went'home, placed the supposed lobsters their own estates and the Bank of France 000 all told speaking in English as the of his health ; but should the same man some of the cigarettes which are smoked
on ice in order to keep them in good and the Northern Railway at their backs, tongue of their nativity. Now there arc get a position in one of the Government ! to so large an extent are said to lie dancondition for dinner, and did not dis- but they court every man who has the 3,000,000 persons in the same area; departments at Washington, where -they gerous articles.A physicianhad one of
least power, newspaper writer as well as there are 10,000 miles of railroad and commence work at 9 o'clock a. m. and them analyzed, and the tobacco was
cover the mistake until just before din- statesman, influential beauty as well as
nearly twice that of telegraph ; there is quit at 3 p. m., in less than a year he found to be strongly impregnated with
ner time.
powerful soldier. Their influence is felt a property valuation of at least $3,000,- would be so “overworked” and worn opium, while the wrapper, which was
,

,

,

I

in

every rank of society, and they foster 000,000

The widow of l resident Polk is living this influence by assiduousattention.—
At the old homestead in Nashville, and NeV' Orleans Picayune.

_____

________ __
i

; six prosperous States and nine out that he would want a six weeks’ holi- warranted to be rice paper, was proved
Territories growing in wealth and popu- day to recuperate. ‘ It must be in the to be the most ordinary quality of white
lation, now producing in precious metals drinking-water. —Norristown Herald.
paper, whitened with arsenic.

'

-

-.-Mi

_

City op

Saturday, October

1880.

9,

IN

Special Assessors Notice.

HOLLAND CIT7 NEWS,

Holland,

Clerk’s Office, Sept. 21st,

J

To

Mrs. Henry Koenigsberg,E. EverSimon Schaff, M. Regenmorter,Jooa
Verplanke, Jan Visscher,Jan Van de
we clip from the Roovart or to whom it may concern, Mrs.
J. 0. Bakker, Mrs. Pessink, Wm. Bulkau,
edited Republican
Thomas Sullivan,Hoyt G. Post, H. D.

REBEL CLAIMS.
The following article
Nation, by far the ablest

and

paper in the United States,

hart,

'

As we once heard

eminent Republi-

an

can remark sorrowfully. “There seems
to

be a great deal of lying about these

rebel claims.” The truth about

them

is,

men

in

we believe,that great numbers of

and are short of money,
member of Congress to present

or say they did,

in the shape of

their claims

little bills.

committee, and in the hands of the com-

A full

assortment of Spectaclesfor

mittee they lie with much similar rubbish. old and young, of different qualities,inWhile here they are no nearer payment cluding for weak eyes and near sighted;
then if they had never been preferred(no also thermometorsand Weather Indicators,

at

nearer than the division of large English cheap
estates among the large American families
34-3 in

who

so often

positively forbids the

cannot prove his

Democrats

the

if

get into power they will repeal this statute,

and promptly add three hundred millions

J. 0.

DOESBURG.

Hancock now

that if they do he will

When

we

Item

KdrertisementiJ.

cans

who

it

is

and

J.

but this will hardly hold

Van Landegend

STATE OF MICHIGAN: The

water. Demo-

as much as Republicans.We

every Democrat,North and South, should
receive ten dollars and

a barrel of flour
at every Federal election,would have a
much better chance of passing than a bill

sum

giving an enormous

to

the compara-

the loss of property in the slave States

from the operations of the Union armies.

have on

a nice little thing to

hand, but

does not bear critical exami-

it

Thk work

of planting Eucalyptus or

way on

the

Central and Southern Pacific railways,
recently begun, will probably occupy
about two years. They will be set

out

in

rows along the entire length of both

roads, and along the branches as far as

practicable.The principalobject is

to

secure a constant supply of the best possi-

wood

and railroad
an increase in the

for telegraph poles

sleepers, as well as

amount of rainfall. Sleepers of eucalyptus

have been known to last over
twelve years, and have heretoforebeen
imported from Australia.Four distinct
rostrata

species will be planted, congenial to as

many

make

It

to the interest of every citizenof Grand Rapids, and within a radius of 100

NEW YORK CITY

MONROE ST.
(Cor. Ottawa), GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Mbhnqs.

STORE,

No.

T2

S5-13w

A MONTH!
7 B Bnt
Pi.r*«.

AOZHTS W ANTIC!
Arttclwli UeWorlii a MmAdjjil BRONSONi&strdt.Xlch

Brill iif

Mortgage Sale.

LADIES and GENTLEMEN
IPROF. GTJXLMETTB’S

To the

T'vEFAULT

,

CO.

having been made In the conditions
of a mortgage executedby Frank J. Lamb
and Mary L. Lamb, his wife, to Harlow Phelps,
dated the First day of May, A. D. 1877, and duly
recorded In the office of the Register of Deeds for
Ottawa county, State of Michigan, on the 5th day
of May, A. D. 1877, in Liber No. 9 of Mortgages,
on page 228, by which the power to sell in said

xJ

!

FRENCH KIDNEY PAD.
A Positive and Permanent Cure Guaranteed in

all cases of

mortgage has become operative,on which

Gravel, Diabetes, Dropsy, Bright’s Disease
the Kidneys,
Incontinenceand Retention of Urine, Inflamation
the Kidneys, Catarrh of the Bladder,

mortgage there is claimed to be due ai the date
of
hereof the sum of thirteen hundred and forty dolhereby given that on the Twenty-fourthday lars, also an attorney fee of fifty dollars,provided
of November, A. D. 1880, at one o’clock, for in said mortgage, and no suit or proceeding
having been institutedat law to recover the debt
of
In the afternoon, at the front door of the court
now remaining secured bv said mortgage or any
house, In the Oily of Grand Haven, in said county,
part thereof: Notice Is therefore given that by
I, the subscriber, a Circuit Court Commissioner,
IN
LOINS,
virtue of said power of sale, and pursuant to
in and for said County,will sell, at public auction,
and io fact all disorders of the Bladder and Urinary Organs, whether
statute in such case made and provided, said mortto the highest bidder, the lands and premises degage will be foreclosed by a sale at public vendue contracted by private diseases or otherwise. This great remedy has been used with
scribed in said decree, viz: all that certain piece
of the mortgaged premises therein described, to- success lor nearly ten years in France, with the most wonderful curative effects. It
or parcel of land, situate,lying and being in the
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, known wit: All that certain piece or parcel of land lying cures by absorption-, no nauseous internal medicines being required.
have hunand de»cribed as follows,to-wit: bounded as fol- and being situated in the county of Ottawa and
lows: commencing nine chains and twenty-five State of Michigan, known and described as follows, dreds of testimonials of cures by this Pad when all else had failed.
to-wit: commencing at a stake on section line one
H you are suffering from Female Weakness, Leucorrhcea, or diseases
links north from the center of section four, in
hundred and 8ixty-nvo(lfi5)
feet south of the northtownshipfive north, of range sixteenwest, from
GUILwest corner of section thirty three (33) in township peculiar to females, or itt fact any disease, ask your druggist for
thence west ten chains and fllty links to Lake
PAD,
and
take no other. If he has not got it, send
six (6) not th, of range thirteen(13) west, thence runMichigan; from thence north, along the lake,
ning east one hundred and thirty-two (132) feet, $2 and you will receive the Pad by return mail. Address U. 8. Branch
thirteen chains and sixteen links,thence east ten
thence south eight |8) feet, thence east forty-one
chains and fifty links, ’hence south along the quar(41) feet, thence south one hundred and twenty (120)
tet: line thirteen chains and sixteen links to the
feet, thence west one hundredand seventy-three
place of beginning;containing thirteen acres and
(173) feet to section line, thence north along said
one hundred and forty-sixrods, excepting one half
section line one hundred and twenty eight (128)
of au acre, which has been heretofore deeded to
feet to place of beginning,containingone-half
J. P. De Coudres.
acre of land together with the appurtenances
Dated October6th. 1880.
thereuntobelonging, at the /ront door of the
EDWIN BAXTER,
court house of said Ottawa county, in the city of Will positivelycare Fever and Agne. Dumb Ague, Ague Cake. Billions Fever, Jaundice, Dyspepsia,
Circuit Court CommittioMr in and for Ottawa
Grand Haven, on
the Ninth day and all diseases of the Liver, Stomach and Blood. The pad cures by absorption,and is permanent.
County. Mich.
Ask your druggist for this pad and take no other. If he does not keep It, send $1.50 to the
P. H. McBride, Complainant's Solicllor. 3^-Tw of December, A. D. 1880, at two o’clock FRENCH
______ _____
_ (U. 8. Branch)TOLEDO. OHIO, and receive it by retnru mail.
PAD____
CO.,
32-1 y
In the afternoon, to pay the sum due on said mortFor sale at Heber Walsh, wholesale and retail druggist.Holland, Mich.
gage with interest and costs including an attorney
fee of fifty dollars provided for In said mortgage.
Dated, September 1st, 1880.
PHELPS. Mortaarjte.
STATE OF MICHIGAN, cohnty of Otiawa.-ss.
Lowing £ Cbosh, Attorneys for MortqaQtt.
At a session ol the Probate Court of the county
31-13w
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office, In the
HOUSE and. lot. foundry and finishing shop
city of Grand Haven in said County, on Saturand lot, steam engine, yard and all Its appur- Will not only save money bat valuable time In the
day the Second day of October, in the year one
future by attendingthe Grand Rapids Business
tenances. Inquire o
thousand eight hundred and eighty. Present:
College, where they will receive a thorough, quickW.H. WASHER,
Samuel L. Tate, Judge of Probate.
Grand Knplds. Mich minq. practical education.Send for College
STATE OF MICHIGAN: The Clreult Court for
In the matter of the estate of Willem Kremers,
Or Wm. H. Demino. Holland
22-6m
29-ly
the County of Ottawa— In Chancery.
deceased.
Albert A. Sprague, Ezra J. Warner and 1
On reading and filing the petition,duly verified,
of Henry Kremers, executor of said estaterepre- Otho 8. A. Sprague, co-partners under
senting that said estate is fully administered and the firm name of Sprague. Warner £ Co.,
Complainants,
praying for the examinationand allowance of his
vs.
final account, and that he may be discharged from
further trust. ThereuponIt is ordered, that Jacob P. De Coudres and Azcnath De

HIGH COLORED URINE, PAIN

NERVOUS

THE BACK, SIDE OR

WEAKNESS,

’

We

PROF.

fever trees along the right of

ble

Heavy Waterproof Cloth, 60c.

will

Ladies,

nation.”

triple

Black Cashmeres,Colored Cashmeres, Black

JOHN FITZGERALD &

particulars.

get full
*
Price, Specific,$1 per package, or six packages
for $5. Addressall orders to
J. B. 8IMPSUN MEDICINE CO.,
Nos. 104 and 106 Main St.. Buffalo,N.Y.
Sold In Holland hr D. K.
51-ly.

Circuit Court for

Complainant,
• w.
Enos Stoddard, Jacob P. De
Coudres and Henry J. Clark.
Defendants.
In pursuanceand by virtue of a decree of said
Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa, in Chancery, made in the above entitled cause, on the
Thirteenth day of September,A. D. 1880. Notice is

few “ex-rebels” who can prove

The story is

Silks,

stock of these goods Is larger and our prices lower than

miles of Grand Rapids, to do their trading with us.

$350

James Shaver,

think ourselves that a bill providing that

tively

12#

&r We

the County of Ottawa— In Chancery.

;

crats dislike taxation for other people's
benefit

Flannels

wonderfulsuccess.
Pampheltssent free to all. Write for them and

Chancery Sale.

that

the Democrats will not be taxed for them

Goods. Our

ever before.

used with

only the Republi-

will have to pay them,

sell

PRODUCE TAKEN

based on the theory that if the

claims are admitted,

Wo

SpeciflcMedl
cine is being

end of

is

the headquarters for all kinds of Table Linens, Napkins, Towels and Toweling.

SplendidbargainsIn Cloaks, Shawls, Black

early
grave. The

Copper, Tin and Sheet Iron worker; plumber
doubt the claims will figure in the Presi- and steam fitter; does all kinds of sheet metal;
work to order, or repairing. Also driven Wells
dential canvass until the
the
put down, and old pumps repaired.Stoves recentury. The whole “ rebel-claims” argu- paired and put op, eic., etc. Inquire at the Hardware store of J. K. Kleyn, Holland, Mich. 35-tf

ment

are

Alpacas, and all kinds of Dress

Insanity and

shall prob-

more about the matter for
another four years, but we have little

We

these goods at lower prices than can be fonnd in the State.

an

says

ably hear no

lOOOplecesDarkPrlnts,
Fast Colors, 6c. BOO pieces Best Lonsdale Mnslln, 9c. 1000 plepes YardWide UnbleachedMuslin, 6 cents worth 8 cents. Good Ginghams, 8c and 10c. Good table Linens, 25
cents. Turkey Red Table Damask. 60 cents, worth 65 cents. Good Shirtings in Plaids and Stripes, 8c
and 10c, worth 10c and 12tfc. Good Blue and Brown Denims, 10c and 12)tfc. Good Ticking 9c, 10c and

Consumpt’n

veto their action.

the election is over

!

It is a

comparativelysmall body of persons at
the South. General

Lower than Ever

NERVOUS

Michigan.

for the benefit of a

to the national debt

BOS

$1.10 and $1.60.
specific Memcine.
Oar stock of Cloaks, Dolmans and Shawls Is entirelynew. Cloaks from $2.00 upwards. Very handpositive cure for Spermatorrhoea, Seminal
Weakness, Impotency,and all diseases resulting some Dolmans $9.00 and upwards, Heavy Double all Wool Shawls $1.00 and $5.00. Heavy Beaver
Monday, Oct.
from Self-Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss of Mem- Shawls from $2.50 to $10.00. Broche and Paisley Shawls from $5.00 np.
4th, 1880, by Juatice Charles T. Pagelson, at ory. Pains in
Nottingham Lace for Window Curtains at 10c, 12#c, 15c, 20c and 25c. We aro sellingCarpets and
BKFORB.
AFTEIl.
Grand Haven, Mich., Peter F. Pfanstlehl, of Back or Side
Oil Cloths at lower prices than ever. Cottage Carpels 18c and 20. Ingrain Carpets 30, 40 and 50c. Yard
and diseases
Fraltport, to Miss Amey Van Sickle, of Donftor,
that lead to
Wide Floor Oil Cloth 30c. Bargains In Oil Cloths, Rugs, ole. Good Canton Flannels 8c. Good White

to

Republicansis that

&

Handsome Suitings,8c, 10c and 12#c. Plaid Suitings,12)tfc,16c and 20c. Plain Alpacas, all colors,
down to 12ctf. HandsomeBrocade Dress Goods at 20c and 26c, worth 25c and 80c. Flue Momie Cloths,
all colors,20c and 25c. Splendid bargains In Fancy Dress Goods at 80c, 40c and 60c.
Crockery, Stone
Glassware. Fine All Wool Black Cashmeres,45c and 60c. All Wool Colored Cashmeres,all colors,down to 45c.
Good Black Silks, 75c, 85c, and $1.00. Colored Trimming Silks and Satins In all the new shades at popFARMERS’
IN ular prices. Great bargains In Felt and Balmoral Skirts. Good Balmoral Skirts 60c and upwards.
Good Felt Skirts 50c, 60c, 75c, 85c and $1.00.
EXCHANGE.
An Immense stock of Notions, Hosiery, Gloves and Corsets.The best Corsets In the city at 50c,
C. STEKETEE & BOS.
75c and $1.00, Examine them. Ladles’ Winter Hose from 10 cents a pair up. Children’s Woolen Hose
Holla jcd, Sept. 80th, 1880.
at very low prices. Notwithstanding
the advance in Woolen Goods we are still selling Blanket FlanTO
SUFFERERS.
nels, Blankets and Kentucky Jeans at old prices.
Heavy Kentucky Jeans 15c, 20c and 25c. Good White Blankets $2.00, $2.50 and $8.00 a pair. Grey
TlieQreatEDroDeiiiRemeif-Dr,],B,Siipson’8 Blankets from $1.50 a pair up. Large sized Bed Comfortables$1.25. Large sized White Bed Quilts 85c,

Parried.
any person who
loyalty. The contention
PFANSTIEHL-VAN SICKLE.— 0a

payment of any claim
of the

,

expect them), because there

which

STEKETEE

&

These bills are, thereupon, referred to a

is a statute

Store ! Prices

0.

DRY GOODS

the South who lost property in the war,

get their

Fall than ever before! New and Attractive Fall Goods
DRY GOODS STORE This now
opening in every Department of our Immense

You and each of you are hereby notion the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
fied that a special assessment roll for the
repair of sidewalks has been reported by
Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
the Board of Special Assessors to the of Groceries,— always of the Freshest and Purest,
but also all kinds of Farmers Produce, Provisions,
Common Council of the City of Holland, Etc., Etc.
and filed in this office, and that the Common Council has fixed upon the nineteenth
Also a very large and assorted stock of
day of October, A. D. 1880, at 7 :80 o’clock
p. m., at the Common Council Rooms, in
said City, as the time and place when and
where they will meet with the said Board
Which wo Intend to keep as completeas possiof Special Assessors to review said roll.
ble embracingall the latest and best made faurics.
By Order of the Common Council,
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.

sound

its

teachings.It reads as followea:
“

-AND'

certainly Post.

no Republicanought to object to

WE PROPOSE TO SELL GOODS

GROCERY

)

1880.

THE NEW

kinds of soil.

S500 Reward.

METTE’S FRENCH KIDNEY

FRENCH PAD

CO., Toledo, Ohio.

Prof. Guilmett’s Trench Liver Pad.

Thunduy

Probate Order.

YOUNG MEN

FOR SALE.

BARLOW

A

Chancery Sale.

Journal.

Mich.

‘

They euro all diseases of the Stomach,
Wednesday the Tenth day of NovemBowels, Blood, Liver, Nerves, Kidneys ber next, at one o’clock,in the afternoon, be asand Urinary Organs, and $500 will be Mgncd for the hearing of said petition,and that
the heirs at law of said deceased, and all other per
paid for a case they will not cure or help,
or fur any thing impure or injurious fouud

in them—

Hop

Bitters. Test it. See

“Truths'* or “Proverbs’’ in another
column.

special Dattd'S.
Just received a

full stock of

Crockery

and Glassware which we sell cheaper than
ever before.

M.

32-6w

HUIZENGA &
opposite

Lyceum

At Brusse’s Clothing Store,
there is just received

CO.,
Hall.

in Zeeland,

an immense

variely

made
the latest styles, and at

of fall and winter goods, which are
up accordingto
lowest rates.

For Crockery aod Glassware go
Hulzenga & Co., they beat them

city.
Two

to

M.

all in the

_
Eighth street,
J. O.

Does-

burg’s drug store can now be bought for
hundred dollars cash.

33-tf

35-lw

Again

Business.

in

Provisions

lots— 45 feet— on

between Steketee’sstore and
six

Coudres,
Defendants.
In pursuanceand by virtue of a decree of said
Circuit Court for the county of Ottawa, in chancery. made In the above entitled cause, on the
sons Interested In said estate, are required to aptwelfth day of January, A. D. IftW. Notice is
pear at a session of said Court, then to be holden
at the probate office,in Grand Haven, in said hereby given that on the Tenth day of Nocounty, and show cause If any there be, why the vember, A- D. 1880, at one o'clock in the afterprayer of the petitioner should not he granted: noon, at the front door of the court house, in the city
And It is further ordered, that said petitionergive of Grand Haven, in said county, I the subscriber,a
notice to the persons Interested in said estate of Circuit Court commissionerin and for said county,
the pendency of said petition and the hearing will sell at public anction. to the highest bidder, the
thereof by causing a copy of this order to be lands and premises described In said decree, viz:
publishedin the Holland Crrr News a news- all the following describedlots, pieces or parcels
paper printed and circulated in said comity of Ot- of land situated In the County of Ottawa and State
tawa, for three successiveweeks previous to said of Michigan, and known and described as follows,
day of hearing.
to-wlt: the north-east quarter of the south-east
A true copy, (Attest.) SAMUEL L. TATE.
quarter of section number four (4), in township
Judge of Probate. number five (5) north, of range sixteen (16) west,
except one acre In the north-east corner of said
land, deeded to School District number seven (7)
of the townshipof Holland, containing thirtynine
acres. Also the lot of land described as follows.
to-wit: commencingseventeen(17) rods north of
(4),
quarter stake on the west line of section four
fo
in township number five (5) north, of range mintThe nnderslgnedhas again opened a store of her sixteen(16) west, and running east one hungeneral merchsndise,on the corner of
dred and twenty-three(123) rods, thence sonth
seventeen (17) rods, thence west one hundred and
Eighth and River Streets,
twenty-threerods, thence north seventeen rods,
where he hopes to see all hie old enstomers. and to place of beginning, contalningihirteun acres and
as many new ones as may deem it to their advan- eleven rods of land, all In said township of Holtage to deal with him.
land. County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
also the parcel of land known and described as folThe stock of goods offered for sale consists of
lows, to wit: commencing at the north-west corner
of the saw mill owned by said Jacob P. De Condres,
running thence east eight rods to a it ike, thence
ten rods to a stake, thence west eight rods
') VAAVV/V*i*VXA^, sonth
to a stake, thence north ten rods to the place of
beginning, containingone-half acre and being in
Etc.,
section four (4), townshipfive (5) north, of range si xteen (16) weal, in said town of Holland,also
ComtijFioki, Esttird EggSiEtc„Etc„ the Pier running from said mill into Lake Michigan and the land upon which the same stands,
Intending hereby to convey said mill and pier and
Taken in Exchange.
the land upon which the same stands.
Dated, September 15th, A. D. 1880.

H.

DOESBURG.

Call and See for Yourself.
J.

NOTICE.

Holland, April 17,

The undersigned hereby tenders his
thanks to the citizensof Holland and surrounding country for the trade given him
during the last eight years, while he recommends his seccessor— Mr. 8. de Groot— to
his former customers.
P.

SUHRAVE8ANDE.

The undersignedoffers his services

to

the people referred to above, and intends
merit their approbation by a prompt
attendance and civil treatment.

to

8.

DE GROOT.

P. 8.— My shop Is now the one vacated
by Mr. P. Scravesande,next door to the
Boot and Shoe store of the Hon. D. B. K.
Van Raalte.
Holland, Sept. 21, 1870.
33-4w

Dnnrsema.

1880.

Crrr. Mice.,

1

September 23rd„ 1880. f
vroTICE la hereby (riven that the following
11 named settlerhas filed notice of his latcntlon to make final proof In support of hla claim,
and final entry thereof, and that said proof will be
made before the Clerk uf the Ctrcnit Coart of Otuntv saeat on Tuestawa County. Mich., at the county
day the 26th day of October,1890,
1800, viz:
via: George
W. Campbell Homestead entnr
entry No. 6W
6945 for the
E# of N W H, Sec. 11. T 5 N. R. 16 W. and names
the following witnessesto prove his continuous
residence upon and cultivationof Mid tract, vix:
Henry M. Scott, of HollandP. O., and John M.
Horton, of Holland, P. O., and Lorenzo Lawrence,
of Holland, P. O., and Arnold de Fetter, of Holland. P. O., all of Ottawa County,Mich.
BTKVSNSON,Register.

EDWARD

53-

5

of them uses

it.

M
for
for

Sheehan, of Oscoda, Mich., writes: I have used your EclectrlcOil on horses
different diseases,and found it to do just as you recommended. It has done juilice
me every lime, and is the best Oil for man and beast, 1 ever used.

W

_

See what the medical faculty say: Dr. J. Beaudoin, Hull, P. Q.; says: I have never
sold a medicine which has given more thorough satisfaction. I have used it in my
own cale! on a broken leg and dislocated ankle, with the best re.ults.

SOLD BY

B>-

R- MEKNO-S.

Go to D. R. M KINGS for Mr* Freeman’s New National Dyea. For brightness and durabilityof
color they are auequaled. Color 2 to 5 lbs., price 15

cents.

1880. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1880.

AREND VISSCHBR,
Circuit Coart Commissioner in and for Ottawa
county, Mich.

?

P. H. McBridi, Complalnant’a
Solicitor. 3l-7w

10-

Notice for JPnblioation.
Laud Omc* at Rkid

A H. Gregg, Manufacturer of Mowing Machines, Trumansburg, N. Y., says: My
thumb was caught in a Machine and badly injured. I applied Ec ectnc OH with almost instant relief. I have a large number uf meu employed and nearly every one

BARGAINS

FURNITURE

mu

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Kuching,

COLLARS AND CUFFS,

At the Brick Store formerly occupied by

Fans, Parasols, Circulars,Ulster*, and Ready Made Boite, Gloves, Hits and

W. Wakker where

Warranted Pearl KldGlovea.

MEYER,
Will

BROUWER&CO.

stock purchased of W.
a bargain, also all their Furn-

A

fnllllne of Crape, and all kinds of Silk, Black and ColoredBrocade and

Pekin in Velvet and Silk for Trimmings.

sell all the

Wakker

at

removed in said store
will be sold extremelylow to make moy
ing more easy when thei> own Building is

iture, Carpets, etc.*,

finished,

84-4w

L.

&

S.

VAN DEN tJOEEAND,
BERGE,
MICH

ETOKCTH STREET

Have you made your

lotting.

Mrs. Thurman,
Indian summer

--

is

The Board of

upon

New

/
The

is In

of paint.

town

is

receiving a coat

On Tuesday evening last

.

/

Rev. O. Hoeksema, of the Holland
rnnm»ii . ......
„„„\

Monday next.

__

City Hotel front

y- _
Walsh. /

York,

Heber

visiting her niece— Mrs.

us.

Supervisorsof Ottawa

<>}unty will convene on

ot

bets on Indiana!

T

CT^
W.

Messrs. V.

n

T

Next week we hope to be enabled to
tell you who will be the next President.

Physician— mh Dr. F. 8. Ledeboer, resigned.

At any rate, four weeks more, and all the
Lately the quehtion is often put to us, agony will be over.
why it is, that wheat is worth 4 cents per
Travel on the railroads is very brisk
bushel more at Zeelaud, than in this city?
now days. The Chicago and West Mich.
We give it up 1
R. R.

/

is

doing an immense business, both

The steam

Baker, called Undine,

was picked up

_

—Mr. and

Mrs.

—

The

—

—

boot and shoe store of L.

A
Bprietsma We

r& Son, the saloon of P. Brown and the

Baars will spend

a

few weeks

Mr.

8.

The

we

in the hands of Mr. Jas. Ten

left in

Eyck,

tugs.

If there

The

Brass Band, under the manag

new

1500 Woolen Suits to select from

Who

in attendance.

one of

our

local reporters

-

says the farmers don’t get rich?

A tew

bushel.

at prices

that

diligentlyscratching away, taking notes,

The Grand Rapids Standaard says

that

2

and 3 purpose

lic entertainmentin

'

We

held

It

of our subscribers in

the vicinity

wood for
subscription.Those who want to

are in the habit of paying in
their

new

And the finest unortmcnt of

We

are the Leading

Merchant

Wines &

Tailors,

(for

The campaign

opened.

has really

The above

Mr. G. A. Konlng, will be nleaaed to see hla
frlenda when In the city and anow them every attention where all are welcome at the

-

OF

-

Compound Syrup

the flrst time since

of this office, have

we had control

we been

enabled

to

was premeditatedor

it

them to explain.

One

we

not.

fa-

vor of the negroes, and they enjoyed a
free ballot.

Among

us,

but the fact

exists,

that it

is

too

fan-

here to partake of the advantagesof such

the jokes

we enjoyed of

the in-

affiliation,

interchangeof opinions,

ex-

'hoars

as.iy

FHCESJSriX

Planing Mill

82-Smo

!

!

new ahop we have pnrehaaed ’

In rebuilding our

entirelynew

leave for

gress, held forth on Tuesday evening,and

out of the way for our farmers around

al

Just Received at the Store of

Machinery of the mod Approved Patterm,

thing is certain,

was held in Georgia. Georgia was not visit the Ottawa, Muskegon and West Mr. Seely has gained by it, and has Plustrated that he is one of the very best
solid. There was a red hot campaign beKent Agriculturaland Horticultual Fair,
tween Norwood and Colquitt, for Gover- held at Berlin— a village in the township speakers in the county. Hon. John C.
nor. Colquittis re-electedby about 40,- of Wright We are sorry, and many with Blanchard,greenback candidate for Con000 majority. Both sides curried the

Rhubarb.

night.

winter.

For

of

Pre»criptlonscarefully compound at
day or

Grand Rapids, Michigan.

This

PILLS

NT)

-A.

UNDER THE TOWER CLOCK,

Read

manufactureref DR.

firm are the

ANTI-SOUS AND EUDCTOBANT

PIERCE

E. S.

OILS,

BCHOUTEN’S

GREAT WARDROBE

We

necessary absence at the County Fair Seely, democratic candidate for prosedays— after which time we will not take and an unexpected deluge of official procuting attorney, made an able address.
a slick in payment. We don’t intend to
ceedings of our city government deranged That evening there was considerabledisbe troubled about fuel during the coming
our customary exhibit.
turbance, by Republicans, and whether

On Wednesday last the State election

Licpiors,

Medicinaluse only,)

MINTS AND

sub-

scribers in the northern part of the County

such as at and around Berlin, for the have had three political speeches in the
small amount of news in this issue. Our past week. On Monday evening V. W.

now, can do so within the next fourteen

**

ask the indulgence of our

Writing MatwrUl, Snuff,

Men and Boys Underwear.

on

report.

We
Some

have a Dig stock and assortmentof

And keep all the beat Woolen Clothea made In
he world. Hulta or singlegarmentsmade to order
him, or, create a disturbance by stripping; on Short Notice, by the beat artlata and for leta
And almoit everything elao belonging In a well
money than tame goods c- o be bought In Chicago
stocked drug atore.
he sat down. This was the last of the or Detroit.

down

pub- mouse. But, he says, his underwear had
Hall, on to be sent forthwith to the laundry. We

of Rev. R. Duiker.

of Kruisenga’ iStore.

Toilet Article,

new
Friday evening, Oct. 15th, the proceeds cannot help but admire the nerve of any
Colony in North Carolina,on Tuesday to go toward adorning their rooms. AP
body who will stand such abuse from a
morning last: Mr. J. de Haas and wife,
interestedin the welfare of the school are mouse sooner than create a disturbance
Mr. C. van der Jacht and family of five;
invited to attend. Admissionfee, 25 cts. In the meeting, and all the while writing,
KraaijenbcUand family of six, and John Children, 10 cents.
as fast as possible, to get au accura
a son

WARD

FIRST

EVERY GRADE OF

in that position by pressing his leg

the following persons started for the

de Poorte and

1880.

Thli new itore will keep a foil eupply of the be»t
•adfluMt

to give a

Lyceum

Van Pntten A Sons.

O.

Holland, Sept. 84th,

t

pupils of the public school,

The

rooms Nos.

our own team and deliver goods
charge in the city.

strong sewed and Cheap.

during the session ot the Classis of Hol-

His only alternativewas to sit

ranging above those paid

In the surroundingvillages.

Have
free of

Three doors East

years ago, higher, and now his position was simply
terrific, while the mouse was biting him.

This would be a good move, provided however, Mr. Jan Verhage, raised
there is money enough to purchase the many on one acre of swamp land.
wheat

YANKEE NOTIONS, ETC.

grads.

Ctfs.

lot, at 75c per

PROVISIONS, alio

of

SUITS, well made,

on

wheat business.

full line

PIERCE’Sm drU(t STORE,
BOYS’ SCHOOL
Dr. LA. Schouten,
FROPRIXCTOR.
uk sim mi nn uis.
Mm Mum,
dip,

was

de Jong, in the Township of against the pulpit (where he was sitting).
W k hear it rumored that a movement is Zeeland, has raised 600 bushels of onions Pretty soon he shifted his position, unon foot to erect a large elevator,accessible
consciously, and the mouse crawled up
acres of land, and sold them in one
Mr.

rail, for the

all

2500 Overcoatsto Select from every style.

land, on Wednesday evening, a monte
Western Michigan,where the genuine crawled up his “ trousers’ leg,” but, not
:an be bad, is at Theo. Kortlander, 114
wanting to disturb the solemn conclavein
Janul sir., Grand Rapids, Mich.
the least, he quietly give it a squeeze and

flrst ra,e

by water and

A

O-R/OCER/IIES

of In

-

organizationhas labored they have

&

Satins, Table Linens, etc.,

OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.

Holland Gin. The only place we know

Tuesday and Thursday evenings. Considering the difficultyunder which the

I

While

and wish

iu some instances, it is Genuine

to use

for the political meetings on Monday,

\

prize,

of

E. S.

any one article which on

Dutch people, as a mass,

tnent of Dr. C. Gee, furnished the musi

/
I

is

NECKTIB8. end all kinds

Ribbons, Trimmings, in Silks

ONE PRICE TO ALL

attor-

ney at law.

/

music will be

of

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,
—ALSO,—

WINTER

FALL AND

made over the Grand

full line

are now offeringfor

Our harbor board has asked our city changed from the date we formerly pub- BOYS AND CHILDREN CLOTHING,
governmentfor another installmentof lished to that of Wednesday, Oct. 20th;
Large Stock, Very Cheap.
money, to the amount of $70, for the pur- on tnat same day Judge Williams, of Alpose of litigation in the matter of “ Gibbs legan, will make a Republican speech,
NO RISE IN PRICES AT
vs. harbor lands.”— See Council proceed- both afternoonand evening. A Band of

the choicest blessings

go with you. All his accounts are

complete variety of Germantown and other
Woolen Yarn,

A

The market-dayat Graafschap has been

SpearAsb,Dakota, on Thursday afternoon.

/

last trip

A

Invite all to call and examine the immense
Block of Men's, Youths and Hoys

We

logs on hand.

here

Ledeboer and family left for

Goodbye, Doc! May

Satin BkirU, etc., etc.

Wm. Verbeek, P. M.

hunting.

Dr. F.

WATER

all

bLOTHING Hosiery, Socks.

_

M. D. Howard.

kinds of

all

order that Mechanics,Workingmen
CASHMERES,
others who can not call during the
PROOF,
day time, can do so in the evening, and
FLANNELS.
side up, by the tug L. Dole. This yacht
be able to select goods equally as well.
and
a
novelty In 8KIRT8-(beanllfal caahmore)
was well known in Grand Haven.

and

fore Chicago harbor, last week, bottom

going on and work is being'pushedwith

Rapids, are in town visitingtheir relative: Duvid Bowers, F. Roberts, Patrick Ryan.

They have

In

be-

Next Tuesday elections will be held in rapidity.It is a much larger job than a
Haven Railroad disclosed a new station
the States of Indiana, Ohio and West great many expected.
to us, called Bushklll, situateda few mil
Virginia. 1'he whole Union is watching
List of letters remaining in the post- north of Johnsville. A new saw mi 1
the outcome with breathless anxeity.
office at Holland, Mich., Oct. 7, 1880: has been built and started up at this uew
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. S. Baars, of Grand Miss M. >Vhile, C. Strong, J. B. Hall, station, and we noticed quite a supply of
-

of

DRESS GOODS,

y

is

GOODS —

hsve Just arrived at the atore

VAN PUTTEN& SONS.

G.

pleasure yacht of Capt.

meat market of Mr. J. Kuite, are bein;:
Gerrit Groenewold is seen on our in freight and passengers.
lowered down to the grade of Eighth
I streets with his hand bandaged and in a
street,
and brick basements and foundsThe enlarging and lowering of Messrs’
\ sling— the result of a blow from au axe
H. Meyer & Co.’s furniture establishmentare being put under them,
While scoring square

timber.

—

Light, as at the

Great Wardrobe,

Dr. R. A. Schouten is appointed City

\ _

Not only sunlight, but the Electric

Seely and G. Van Schelven made political J
,
/
'P**01168 ,l1 Groningen, and on Wednea- f

ZiiZ

Fall and Winter

Let there le Light!

'y

F.

& A. Steketee

SHAWLS
a

large assortmentof

AND LADIES &

we are told by Republicans,that he mai’e

MISSES’

And we are

we can

confident

.

'

OR

Re-Sawing Done#

CLOAKS.

Underwear for both Sexes. Flannel and Woolen
Blankets, Ribbons— as fine an assortmentas
any In the city-cheap. Nublaa, Misses

On Thursday evening Hon. John W.

who

Planing, Matching,
WE HAVE

a magnificent and very instructivespeech.

satisfy all

want

A

STEAM

KIL3ST

IDH/IT

member of Congress made
and Children's Knit Hood a.
and TMI
mention perience and cultivation of friendly feela Republican speech, for the benefit of
COLUMBIA AND OTHER YARNS. DRYING OF LUMRKR WK SHALL
one: Some of our boys posted up some ing. The exhibit of garden stuff and catMr. Webber, Republican candidate for
Dress Goods from 10c and upward, and a full asof these numbers in the post-office,un- tle were admirable, but too numerons to
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
Congress, but although he was advertised
sortmentof Ladles' Skirts.
mention
in detail. Mr. G. Rankins made
known t^ the postmaster. Immediately
to be here, he did not put in appearance.
DOORS, BASH AND BLINDS,
Gents’ While Shirts— the best 50c Shirt
afterwards the editor of the Qnmdwet a prodigiousdisplay with his organs and
Judge Stone devoted considerable time to
ever sold in Holland.
Or anything In our line manufactured on short
who is now the most stalwart of all stal- pianos. Mrs. Lockland exhibited a large
Southern bulldozing,etc., which by the Feathersof the beat grade always on band at notice. •
number
of
choice
and
beautiful
plants
warts, (although bnly recently an editor of
WERKMAN k VAN ARK.
bottom figures.
way, was very approptw— especially if he
and flowers, and many other ladies, needa Greenbackpaper) appeared in the postknew anythingabout the conduct of his
— — A Full Stock oL
office and commenced to scratch away at lework, etc. The entrees numbered 9/5.
Republican friends iu this city on Monday
the posted figures, with considerable party Of the racing, which had to come ofl on
and Tuesday evenings.
fury and fervor. He, wearing spectacles, Thursday afternoon, we cannot speak, betroduction of

“ 829 ”

we want

Stone, present

to

88-tr

'

GROCERIES

did not notice while he was having a dia- cause we had to start for home. The sologue with the postmaster and getting his ciety has seen a great deal of financial

mall, that an avert, opened Garfield’s trouble, but are just about getting on tbei.
photograph and slipped one of these feet, and hope to have more money to use
numbers in behind the
it

glass,

together in the twinkling,

GRAND HAVEN

editor’s turning around, noticed it, and

Ann Arbor

her studies at the

ally paid

exciting race against time

we

Salt

by the pound or

barrel.— Harris

&

Smith’s Safety Lamps, and many more
goods, too numerous to mention.

county, and our thanks are due especially

The Chicago Tribune of the 27th ult.
commenced to scratch on the glass to get to Messrs. Ben. Laubach, Geo. D. Turner,
Geo. M. Miller, and many others, for the contains a very favorable notice of the
it out of sight. Imagine the laugh on
one side, and the chagrin on the other. courtesy shown ua. The fair grounds steam barge Stephen C. Hall, lately built
consist of 27 acres, for which was origin- at Robertson's yard in this city.
Ha, hal enough “ 829 ” for one season.
The most

better 50c Tea than ever; Routed Coffee of
many varieties. The best cheer e. New Holland
Herring, bv the keg or piece. The Best Oat Meal
alwaya on hand and fresh,etc., etc.

ITEMS.

Miss Enily Pagelson left for

who pinched in the future. The society it managed by on Friday last to resume
and upon the some of the best and ablest heads of the Medical College.

A

a very

$50 per acre. This lot contains

good half mile track, and together

On Tuesday evening last Comp.
M.

F. of the

Come and
Holland, Oct.

inspect our Stock.
P. A A. STEKETEE.

let, 1880.

to

speak to the greenbackers rich farmers’daughters, afforded a

in that city. In order to get there in time,

fire

sight for strangers and visitors. Being in

we took

Well, on

we

went, hanging on to our is so dissipated that it is the part of wishats— but father “time" weut on still
dom to shun him, for more reasons than
faster. It was

a

race for life. The one, some

schedule time to be in Grand* Rapids
(10 .*00

a. m.)

was

fast

approaching,and on

we sped, taking on more passengers and
buckling on more cars all over. It was
an

immense train, for a

fact,

and

after

r

-

—

-

Last Thursday night Mr. A. Wandel,

which are beneath our notice of Grand Rapids, and Miss Kate Rosbach
to mention. Mrs. N. Standish on the were married at the Lutheran Church in
of

other hand, keeps
where

a stranger

a fine

can

feel

can beat

it.

of the

table. Altogether our visit was a pleas-

a reception

FC(R

CASH.

Give us a trial and yon will be pleated with
goods and Price*.

No

trouble to

Watchmakers ^ Jewelers,
DEALERS IN
Silver

Ware, Watches, Clocks,

Show

Goods.

BOOT A KRAMEIi
Holland, Mich.. June

1679.

21.

MEAT MABKET

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

— iwr tzzs

—

WARD.

this city, which was crowded to its utmost
the comforts of capacity, by Kev. W. Burmester, pastor

• home, neat, clean, decent and a good

etc., etc.

ALL CHEAP

congregation. After the marriage

All Kinds of Spectacles.
Veil

Mae

of

CeliPeai*

chased would serve the porpoee beauti- magnificent way In which the tablaa and
After walking about 20 minutes we reached fully. It is wonderful that oor people
the supper waa arranged, which waa Ripairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
the depot, irithout any accident
can’t see It!
aimpiy splendid.
Holism. March M. 1880.
8-ly.

%

Soaps,

Toilet,

variety.

hairbreadthescapes (from ennu,/

horse under the ground that

Laundry and

boarding house,

waa held at Kirkland’sdinlrg
ant one and we hope to be enabled to t«- room. A bountifulrepast was spread,
we reached the outskirtsof Grand Rapids peat it. When are we goir to fix up far
which waa very numerously attendedby
at 12:15. For time, we don’t think this fair groanda in this city! Thirty acred of
the invited guests. “BlPy" Kirkland
can be beat. We don’t believe there is a College grounds, either rented or pur- added to hia lanrela aa a caterer by the

many

respectfullyInvite the attention of onr citlto the stock of goods which we have opened
one door east of B. Van der Veen’s hardware atore,
aud the prices for which we offer them.

I for the price by
lydg—
Pine Candles, Tobacco* and
Cigars, Toys, Notions, Flower Pole, Hanging
BaaketaIn great
*

John Smith and Nelson Robinson— a

the next session of the Circuit Court.

We

xens

Our 40 cent Tea U called A No.

couple of “horse fanciers"from Chester,

a

Boot & Kramer.

Joslin&Breyman,

8. T., held their regular election. B. P.

the double extra condensed the middle of a presidentialcampaign conwere arrested last week by Sheriff Verlightning freight train which (according siderable politics were indulged in, and
planke for having found (?) accup’e of
to the time card, leaves here at 7:30 a. m.) several candidateswere on the ground.
horses on the premises ot Mr. Oenhart, of
left in due time, and after many vexatious Berlin Is quite a village and contains some
Chester. The horses had been disposed
delays reached the north side of Black very philanthropic and wide awak citizens,
of in Mnskegon and Oceana Counties, but
River in — well, say not more than an hour. but like all other towns has its black sheep.
were recovered by the sheriff, and Messrs.
Here we met a "slowpoke" of
air In this villagewe found Mr. L Cook to be
Smith and Robinson are enjoying Ihe
which is reputed to go to Chicago in 1c s the black one, whom we advise our reader
hospitalitiesof the “ County hotel " until
time than you can say “Jack Robinson. ’
to shun. He pretends to keep a hotel, bat

New Stock! New Store!

Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,

ever witnessed was on last Monday morn- with the buildings is now valued at $8,OCO.
,ing. We had occasion to go to Grand The halls were decoratedwith evergreens, Monty was elected Captain, R. Radeke
Rapids on the same day that General which contrutedwith the gay dress of the 1st Lieut., tod Ch . Crandall 2nd Llent.

Weaver was

NEW FIRM!

The undent gned announces to thePnbllc that
they have dniahed their aew Meat-Market,and are
wow ready to eapply their castoam with all klnde
of Meats and ^anaagea. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving MUsf action to
all those who wiah to favor then with part of their
trade.

The stand le one door watt of O. J. Hsverkat •
Bon’a Hardware Store.

W.
J.

Bollard. July

Id,

1878.

BUTKAU,

VAN BOBBIN.

*

•entanck.

LOYK’S

Lot* c*in« knocking, R«ntlf knocking
At tke portula of toj- heort,
And bwocchedouetheir unlocking,
.Wr t K-crrt he’d impart;
But 1 1* UK 1x4 U mom Ws grating—
And regrettednot the fleeting
Of hli baffled ktepa retroaUng
On their
I
'

way.

<

i

'

Tlwn again a tneaaag*brought ha,

Khtwng

gently a» before,

And with courtly tonea besought
Yet I onaoed polth# door.
• Mildly ehVllng my denying,
And my cool reserre deerjing,

.

,

.

He, with low and mystic sighing,

Turned away.
Soon the littletyrant fhyly—
Without warning a> befpwrring, aad than slyly
Pulled the latch-atrlnj
Pushed aaldo the loonnai door.
Though ray heart waa near, relenting,
And I felt'twould bring repenting,
Yet I would ndt, hy.couaentlng,
. Love to-oay.
- -j -

......

J

-- ,r-T
^ 1, J.'v

v.

',-srfe

•

•

But childish(roubleswill soon past by,
TTbereinittlegirl;
don’t cry 1

There! little girl; don’t cry!
They hare broken your slate, I know;
And theglad, wild ways
, ? Of your «hool-girldays
,,>tge thinisof

»

^

! But

life

the long a<o;
and lore will •non come by,
There! littlegirl; don’t cry;

fhere! littlegirl; don’t cry!
They hare broken your heart,I know ;
And the ralnbiw gleam*
Of your Touthful dreams z*
Aro thingsof the long ago;
But heaven holds all for which you sigh,
•‘‘j Therel little girl; don’t cry
- IndianajxtlUJournal.
,

|

Knt56’4 eyes were larger, darker,- and
(when she looked at Snooks and thought
of his thousands)more melting than ever
that night. Her dress, if slightly bizarre,
was immensely becoming.- Suooks, for
the first half hour, kept himself bravely
altxrf from hek fascinations, declined to
notice her reproachful glances and languishing aullades, and for reward was
wretched. Finally, being driven into a
corner during a fatal set of Lancers, he
met her eyes and was conquered. She
would dance the next with him ? Yes
(coldly). , And the next
Yes (more
trently). And the ninth— he^ can see
she is disengaged for it? Yes (this
time quite warmly).
An hour later the deed waa done.
Some capital champagne, a dark avenue
(I believe tln*ro were some Chinese lanterns there originally, but a kind wind
had blown them out),' and a soft little
lind sti]>yed.intohi-v did the work ; and
Miss Katie hod promised bashfully, but
with unmistakable willingness, to be the
future Mrs. Snooks. Mliether it was
Snooks or the property pertaining to
Snooks she most affected, deponent sayeth not
When, however, her betrothed found
what he had done, and rememlrered his
former words, and all the awfulness of
parental wrath, Ins heart tailed him.

!

He

when in sorry
; and having
discovered him, took him into a side
went,' as he usually did

case, in search of Wilding

HOW HE

tiOT

OUT OF

IT;

OR,

Engaged1
JTi

v

to
.

Three

QirlB In

One

Night.

“If yon will tftke my advice,” said Mr.
Wilding, making a last noble but futile
effort to balance the ivory paper knife on
the tip of lus tinst linger,“ you won’t go
to the {bowlings’ball.”
“And why not,” asked his companion
irritably,t

^

Well, I really wouldn’t, yon know,”
smd Mr. Wilding,giving up his struggle
with the impossible,and laying the refractory paper knife upon the table, “for
• yarietT or refills;' GlIjIh pliy tire very
mischief \vith y OH, "and you know what
trouble it gave me to geUyou out of your
last scrapo. There are four Brown rig
“

there? And they

girls, aren't

are

room, and shutting the door, confronted
him with a rather pale face.
“ So the eves were too many for yon ?”
said Mr. Wilding calmly, after a delilterate examinationof the disturbedface l>efor6 him. “ I told you how it would be.”
“That’s the sort of thing any fellow
might say," returnedSnooks pathetically. “ I didn’t think you would have
been so aggravating. And just, when you
see iPrtt down on my luck, top, Yei ;
I’ve been and gone and done it.”
“ ‘Mother will Ire pleased,’ ” quoted
his friend and law adviser with a shrug.
“So, by the bye, Will be yonr father.
They both regard nothing so highly as
birth. I suppose Miss Brownrig can lay
claim to some decent breeding ?”
“The old chap is a cornchandler,you
know that, at least, he used to Ire,” said
Snooks, with a heavy groan.
.

pretty?”

“0,

inc(eedl
husioese, too, I

Anh a

can
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There’s a part
Of the

art

.
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Of thine music-throbbing heart.
That thrills a sometliingIn us that awakens with a
start.

And, the rhyme
With the chime

very dunymiig
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0, the drum I
There Is some
Intonation in thy grum
Monotony of utterance that strikes the spiritdumb,
As we hear
Through the clear
Ami unclouded atmosphere,
Thy rumbling palpitationsroll in upon the ear!

exactitudo of time,
seuted to be his. There now remained
“Am I to understand,” began Mr. (Joes marching on toAnd
glory to thy melody subllma.
but one other step to be taken. ,Ho Brownrig, with suppressed but evident
crossed the room and asked tho youngest fury, “that this — this — unmitigated And the guest
Of the breast
Miss Brownrig to dance. He was get- scoundrel asked you all to marry him
That thy rolling robs of rest
ting rather mixed by this time, and was hist night ?”
fs a patriotic spirit as a Continentaldressed;
on the very point of asking her to marry
“If we speak the truth, yes,” replied And he loom*
'From the glooms
him instead, so customary had the ques- the girls dismally.
Of a centhrr of tombs,
tion grown to him now. Miss Lily,
“ He was drunk,” said papa, savagely. And the blood he spilledat LexingtonIn llTinu
however, declined to dance, on the plea
beauty
blooms.
“ I can’t believe it,” said Katie, who
that she was tired, and could exert herwas dissolved in tears— in fact, ‘like And hlseres
self no more that night. With questionWear the guise
Niobe, all tears’— by this time. “Noth01 a nature pure and wise;
able taste he pressed the matter, and ing coidd be nicer than the way he did
loveof them is lilted to n something in the
Iregged her to give him just one. At •it. His language was so perfect, and so And the
skies,
this she told him frankly she did not adThat is bright
thoroughly from the— heart.”
Rod and white.
mire his stvle of dancing, which, of
“ He addressed me in a most honorWith a blur of starry light,
course, ended the conservation. So he
able, upright, and Christian fashion,” As It laughs In silken ripples to Uie breezssday and
asked her to come for a stroll instead, said Hetty. “ I am sure he meant every
night.
and having arrived at the. momentous word he said."
There are deep
ipot, delivered himself of the ornate
Hushes creep
She was thinking uneasily of that kiss
O’er the pulses as they lean,
speech that had already done duty three
in the moonlight Could anyone have And the murmur fainter growing, on tho silence
times that night. I forgot what it was.
•
falls
asleep,
seen her ? Was old Major Sterne anybut I know it wound up with the doclnrar
While the prayer
where about at the moment ?
Ruing there
tion that lie adored her and wonted to
Wills the sea and earth and air
“I
certainlyconsidered his manner
marry her.
As a heritageto Freedom’s sons ana daughters everystrange, not a hit like what one reads,
where.
“It’s extremely frood of yon, I’m sure,”
said Georgie,honestly, “but I thought
said the yonngest Miss Browning, calmof the title and tho property, and I said Then with sound
ly. “But, uncivil, as I fear it must
As profound
yes directly.”
As the thnnderlngs resound,
sound. I don’t want to marry you.”
“I thought him the very greatest muff Come thy wild reverbcn»tlon«in a thru* that ihakr
tho ground,
“Don’t you, by Jove!” said Snook, I ever spoke to,” broke in Miss Lilly
And a crr/t
hastily. “Well, that’s awfully ki— No, with decision. I refused him without *
Flung on high
Like the flag It (Littery bv,
no!” pulling himself up with a start; “I moment’s hesitation, and told him to go
don’t mean that, you know ; I mean it’s home. I’m sure it was well I did. I Wings rapturously upward till it nestles In the sky.
awfully horrid, you know. In fact,” daresay if ho had stayed here much 0, the drum!
warming to his work through sheer gra- longer he wottid have proposed to mam-,
There is some
In'onatlnnin thy grum
titude, “yon have made me miserableforma next, and afterward to tht^ upper Monotony of utterance that strikes the spirit dumb
ever ; you’ve broken my heart.”
housemaid. I agree with you, papa, tho And we hear
Through the clear
“ Dear me, how shocking !’’ said Miss champagne was too much for him. ”
And unclouded atmosphere
Lilly, frivolously.“Let us hope Time
“I— I think he is fond of me,” said Thy rumbling palpitationsroll In upon the ear
will mend it I’m not very sure you did Katie, in a low and trembling tone. Her
not sjreak the truth at first I really be- fingers are not playing with the cherry
PITH AND POINT.
lieve it is kind, mv refusing you. And colored bow now, but her eyelids have
now, Mr. Snooks, if I were yon, I should borrowed largely of its tint
A orate singer— The tea-kettle.
go in and say good-night to mamma, be“Don’t be a goose, Katie," said the
A pole light man— The lamplighter.
cause you have been having a good deal
youngest Miss Brownrig, kindly, hut
Ah a physiological fact it may Ire menof papa's champagne, and it is trying to
scornfully; “you don’t suppose any of us
tioned that negroes are not light-finthe constitution.”
would marry him now, after the way he gered.
Snooks took the hint, bade farewell to
has behaved?
have some little
Mrs. Brownrig, who, to his heated im- pride.”
The man who died in harness probaagination,appeared to regard him albly forgot to shuffle off his mortal coil.
“Perhaps he is mod,” said Hetty,
ready with a moist and motherly eye.
'Where to go when short of money- vaguely. Just at this moment ns n
and, taking Wilding’s arm, drew him out
slave to her wounded vanity, she would Go to work.
of the house.
have been glad to believe him so.
Strange to say, when the mosquito is
“Well?” said the latter interroga“Np, my dear," declared Lily, calmly; on the wing he is always at hum.
tively.
“he has no brains worth turning.”
Leonidas was one of the original
/‘I don’t know whether it is well or
“He said something to papa about deadheads. He held the pass at Therill," returned he gloomily. “But I folcalling to day at 4 o’clock,”said Katie,
mopylre.
hjjved your advice and proposed to ’em
very faintly.
Is rr an evidence of a low taste when
“ThoR I shall sit hero till 4,” returned
And they accepted yon ?”
a man gets on his kneeo to drink from a
.,Ar
__
-t, . r
Mr. Brownrig in an awful tone. “1
brook ?
,
8i,n]i 8et liere until 5; and then I shall

what that’s got to do with
have no doubt vXftjuuL esty she
Snooks, sulkily. “ There’s safe- up to quite a train of ideas.
“I always said she was a sensible
multitude. I can’t marrv ’em all, wheat, stuff of life, quaint old mill, and , £^1,’ P«t in Mr. Wilding, *otto voce

“ I don’t see

BY JAUK3 W. B1LKY.
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There! lltllegirl; don’t cry!
They bare broken your doll, I know,
, And your tea-set blue,
And your play-house,too,
Are thing*of4he long ago;

,
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THE DRUM.

tion.

mo-

Could I catch him and securely
Tie his Hula wlckfd wlngi,
I would kneel to hi® damdrely,
Tho’ I know thay *r be si tag*
That Is ba, 1 kaow kU knocking,
I will hasten the unlocking.
Ah, the littletiifler,mocklnj

colds in the head, that made one long to gleaming stars and up the dark aveuue hands to her head with a dramatic
tell her (only she would have blushed, that a few minutes since was the scene gesture. “Or is it a dream that he
(asked me to marry him, and that I too
they were ail nicely brought up) about of her sister’s happiness.
There he proposed in due form, and 'said ‘yes’?”
Dndu, and her Phidian appendage. ,
Then catne Georgie— “ George the was again accepted. Hetty’s conduct “I seldom visit the clouds,” said
wiu perhaps. a degree more pro- Lilly, with a short but bitter laugh.
Third,” as she was playfully: termed in indeed, was
the bosom of her family— who, if she nounced than Katie’s, Irecauseshe laid “And I certainly know he made me a
had neither nose nor eyeslikeher sisters, her head upon his shoulder, and he felt a noble offer of his hand and heart;
had certainly a prettier mouth than by all the laws of sentiment bound to both which treasures I declined.”
“ Where ?” demanded the other three,
either. A sweet little kissablerosebud kiss her. Her nose looked lovely in the
of a mouth tliat pouted and laughed al- pale moonlight;so I dare say he did not os though with one mouth.
ternately, and did considerable execu- find the fulfilling of this law difficult.
“ In the laurel avenue !”
i
At
this they all groaned aloud.
After that he had some more, a good
And finally,there was Lilly. A tall,’, deal more, champagne; and then he pro“Perfidiousmonster 1” ‘ said Hetty
pido girl with blue eyes, a finely cut posed to Miss Georgia, who also con -; from her heart.
chin, and a great deal of determination

.

“Did you?” with much surprise.
rustic bridge in tho distance, miller sitthe laws ting on it. I wonder,” dreamik', ‘*if “Well, she refused me ; sort of said she
of your land did not forbid it, lam in- Brownrig e’ver wore li white hat? And
wouldn’thave me at any price. So you
clined to think you might try hi accom- if so, ' why? Don’t all* tqW&k af once.
see yon were wrong !”
plish even that; / Still, advised, Well, weM, she is a very pretty girl.
“ I ahvays knew she was one of the
onooks, ahtl l»e consph^nons by yonr al>- Such eyes, you know! I really congrat- most intelligent girls I ever met,” Mr.
sence at the Brownrigs’ small and early.’ ulato you; my dcAt fellow.”
Wilding repeated,in a tone so difficult
Papa Brownriff,when incensed, is not
“Wilding,” desjxTately, “can't yon do that his companion for once had suffinice, atd youxknow you are decidedly sometliing?I— I don’t know how it hap- cient sense to refrain for demanding an
intimate with Miss Kate.”
pened. It was the champagne, I sup- 'explanation.
No, I am not,” said Snooks with de- pose, and of course she is pretty; but I
The next morning, os Katie Brownrig
cision, “ uot.a bit ol it. Though I alio* don’t want to marry any one, and I know tiinied the angle, of the hall that led to
she is a handsome girl, and has lovely tho Governor won’t hear of it.”
her father’s sanctum (whither a sense of
eyes. Hasn’t she, now ?”
He will have to hew of it now, won’t filialduty beckoned her) she almost ran
“I don’t know. As a rule I never he ?" asked Wilding unfeelingly.
into tho arms of her three sisters, all conlook into a woman’s eyes. I consider it
He would go out of his mind if such verging toward the same sjmt from difa rudeness as well as a beastly,” said a thing was oven hinted to hijn,” de- ferent directions. Simultaneously they
Wilding earnestly, telling his lie without clared Snooks wildly. “Try to help me entered Mr. Brownrigs study. (He
ablush. “Nevermind her eyes. If,” out of it. Wilding, can’t you ?”
called it a library;but that wonKs too;
warningly, “you must go to this ball, at
often profaned for me to profane it, so I
least try to forget that she has any eyes
T don’t see what there is to do, ex- shall draw tho line at study). But to reat oil df yon don't you will propose to cept marry her. I . only hope Lady turn. Miss Lilly, being the youngest,
her, tp a moralf’ if
Bnooks and Miss Cornchandler will get was of course the first to raise her voice.
1 One'VouM tflinT1 *hat I ‘was a' raw
on. , And yoibshould think of luf beAu-*
“ I had a proposal last night, papa,
school-boy.”
Snooks wrath- tyryoii knjw; (fmnjlGps Jt wifl Console and I have come to tell you about it,”
yon wlien Sir Peter cuts you off with the said she, in a tone re^ete with triumph.
1»n’t
woman wimout committutg myself ? Do customary shilling.”
It wm so sweet to the mind of1 youth
I look like a f(K)I^’’
“I suppose I had better cut my throat ; to outdo its elders. But “on this occasion
ahd’put tin end to it,” said Snooks dis- only” the elders refused to Ire outdone.
mally ; and then, overcome, no doubt, They each and all betrayed a smile of inhe spoke next, lie and his consciencehad by the melancholy of this suggestion, he ward satisfaction,and then they gave
agreed to dissemble.
breaks down and gives way to tears.
I way to speech.
“My dear fellow, do not let us even
“No!” they said m n breath. They;
hint at such a thing,” he said amiably.
“ I say, don’t do that, yoq know,” ex- did not mean to doubt or be impolite
“I only meant yon wore slightly — very claimed Wilding indignantly. “Weep- they only meant purprise. , .v
alightly— susceptible,and that Miss' ing all over the place won't improve mat‘The curate," said Hetty in a comKate has a certain amount of pleasing ters,
juid. wili.iuaLeyou. look
look a worse ; posed but plainly contemptuous whisper.
tors, juuljviiLmaJtfi.
'power, tuid that— 1 positively would give f<x)l than nature in twnJedjk when» you go ; Jt was a stage whitqrer.
up this ball if I—”
out of ta***n. ' If ion ht^e put your
‘Old Major Sterne', said Miss
Miqs Georgie
“Are you going?”' broke in Snooks im- fdbt
Itkst try to
bear misfortune promptly.
' in ft, af least
font
patiently.
like a man. Look Ue^e,” angrily, “if
“fPirltape Henry Simms,’’ suggested
you are going to' keep up this hideous
Katie, with some sympathy. Then turn
“Well, yes, I dare say I shall look in
boohooing I’ll leave the room, aae*;
about 12.
ing to her father said; with a conhxj, to your fate. It’s down
scious’ flush, “It is very strange, papa,
“Then I shall look in with you,” said
decent. They will hear you in t
but I t(X)luvd.aproposal lost night.”
Snooks defiantly.
house if you don’t mtxlerate your _
'“And so bad I!” exclaimed Georgie
“Fact is, the fellow wants to spoon her
As the nearest house was a quarter of
and Hetty ih a breath.
himself, and don’t sge the force of being
a mile off, this was severe.
“Eh?” said papa, pushing up his specout out,” said be to himself complacently
“I shouldn’tcare if they heard mo in
as he ran down the steps of Wildings
tacles. He was fat and pudgy, with
tho next town,” said Mr. Snooks, who
sandy hah; and flabby noso^ , He, was a
stairs.
was quite too far gone for shame.
l UMJ ^
!ar «°ue I0;
powerful man, too, and one unpleasant
Beyond all question the Brownrigs’
“There
.hurt) is ju»t one chance for yon ^ come 16 ht>en quarrel with. Projroaab
ball was a decided success. The rooms
and only
'were filled to overflowing, the staircases
have ho idea and you-Tuusteither
between— in met, curiosities— and sm
'were disked, the heat was iutorable.
it or— go to the altar.”
muck luck os the girls described falling
Sir Thomas and Lady Higgins had
“I’ll follow anything,eagerly. What
into one day pverppwered n<
Actually put UkAn appearano* After- all,
is it?”
and the supper, if uneatable, was, , las“One at a thne; my breath is not
A ifi • . ib • • ' .1 VI/ ... w!
‘‘You bftVe proposed’ to' Miss Katie," what it used to be,” he said addressing
solemnly. “Now go and propose to the Katie. (If he batjksaid breadth,it would
•what the mistress of the house called other, fchreel?'
have been equally true, as his mother—
“rug regal;" and all the Miss Brownrigs
As Wilding gave vent to his idea he if she was to ' be believed— always de
looked as charmiuflL_asany mm $ould turned abruptly on his heel and left the clored he was a lean baby). “May I
room. ,
ask the name of yonr lover ?'
W thcm.. «flittra'W»s
‘,‘Mr. Bnooks,” said sbo with downcast
“I’ll do it,” said Snooks valiantly,dryKatie, the second daughter— Snook’s ing liis eyes and giving his breast a eyes and a timid smile. She took pp the
friend, and the iKwsessor of the lovely
corher of a cherry:colored bow that
tragic top, “whatever cornea of it.”
eyes. And they were lovely; large, “and
Going into the hall he saw Hetty stand- adorned her gown, and fell to admiring
dark, and true, and tender,” like the
ing near an entrance; a littleway beyond it, through which she fondly thought was
her .was Kate; conversing with a toll bashfulnuess.i u
“Impossible!” exclaimed Georgie anpressa ve
mating ,<>Kler.
untruth 1” cried
o come straight to her ^‘^hat
vvyaai a disgraceful
aisgi
“Mr. Snooks proposed to
Then thw* .was, Hetty, the eldeet on the wings of love, he tamed and Hetty rudely™’
girl, who, if heir eyes were not dark as
asked Hetty to dance.
and I accepted him.”
me, fast night, at
midnight, hud at least the dearest little
They danced, and then (it waa custom
“What ib it you say? Oh, I am
noee in the world, A pure Greek feature, with the ball goers in that mild suburban going out of my mind; my senses are deperfect in every respect, ignorant of neighborhood)he drew her out under tho serting me,” stud Georgie, putting her

Hah

get up, and go out and find that , young
man, and give him such a horse whipping as I warrant you he never got be-

it over

occurred to base-bull men

that a milk pitcher is generally a
fly-catcher !
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.
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fore in all his

life.

There is not much danger when
rains “cats and dogs;” but, when

”

“Don’t be too hard on him, papa,”
entreated Katie, weakly.
“I shan’t my dear, but my whip will,”
said papa, grimly.
So he waited until 5; he waited until
half-past five; and then he took up a certain heavy gold knobbed whip tliat lay
stretched on the table as though in readiness, and sullied forth in search of
Snooks’ rooms. And he found them, and
Snooks, t<x>- — in bed, suffering from a
severe catarrh, caught, I presume, in the
laurel avenue.

it
it

Spitz dogs, lirek out.

The baker’s business should be profitable ; a gcxxl part of bis stock is rising
while he sleeps.
Alluding to Beecher’s estimate that
one female, house-fly
Hy will lay 20,000
eggs m a season, the Church
ran Union

j

“

ll_ 18
grafted on a hen.”

a

*

^ couldn t be

Women have cheek enough to wear
men’s hats on their heads, but there is
And no man knows what ho did to one thing they dare m)t do : Not one of
Snooks. But at least he gave him an them dare remove her hat in public and
Detroit Free
increased desire for his bed, because for dust off the
a fortnight afterwardhe never stired out Preen.
of it
Touriht— “I say, boy, what’s the
Wien Mr. Wilding heard of all this, I name of that hill yonder?” Boy—
regret to say he gave way to noisy mirth “Dunno.” • Tourist^- “Don’t know?
in the privacy of his chambers; and was
What 1 lived hero all your life and don’t
actually, caught by liis washerwoman, know tjie name of it?” Boy— “No;
who peeped through the keyhole, per- the hill was here afpre I corn’d.”
forming a wild dance in the middle of
“Did you find Mr. Sprigging, Patthe
''
rick?” “I did, surr.” “What did he
say ?” “ Nivcr d wOrhid, burr.” “ Net
They Say.
a word? 'Not a word? Why not, PatTliat coquetry is a continued lie, which rick?!’ i “ Becanbe ;he was out, surr.”
renders a woman more contemptibleand “OutJ I thought you said you found
more dongeroiis than a courtesan who
surr, found him out.”

bald

floor.

lies.

1

•

,

hpiy’’

A man out West obtained a divorce
from bis wife and married again within
only her, one slionld'bave seen them all,
three days after the decree was granted.
or see only
,rt •" ! ^ l/
Ah Irislimah, commentingon the man’s
Tliat real love 1ms no age; it is always action, remained J 41 BedAd, he couldn’t
in birth. , „
,:,f •; ;./i , •ru t" l"
have hod much rebpict for his first wife,
'That it is a terrible thing to, bo obliged to Ire marrying again so soon after
to Ibve by
.
leavin’ her.
; •
‘That one expresses well' only to love
•A Galveston school-teacherhad a
which is not felt. w*
groat deal of trouble making a boy un. That you canttiwt your dog to 'the
derstand his lesson. Finally, however,
end; a womeii-rrtiUthefirstopiKiirtuitity.
he succeeded,and, drawing a long breath,
Tlmfof all heavy btxlies,;tlip hpayieat
he remarked to the boy, “If it wasn’t
is the' woman that we have ceased .to
for me yotlM be the' greatest donkey on
7
'
Galveston island.”
That a woman who pretends to laugh
A okay 'hair was espied among the
at love, ib like tho child who Bingb at
night wium, fie h* afraid. Jj,:|,i!)ni':> !..w raven locks df a charming young lady.
“ Oh: pray pull it out 1” she exclaimed
• .That flvala who blpw out each .ottysr’s.
«* If I, pull it put ten mo^ will pome to
the funeral," raplied the one who made
That love pleases mote than mnmflge, 'the unwelcome discovery, “ Pluck it
for tho reasoh.itlnit romance is more iout, nevertheless,” said the dark-haired
damsel ; “ it*s no consequence how many
pleasing than history^ i u..i , ,i< .1
(That
highest mark of esteem q wo- come to tho funeral, provided they all

never

'Tliat before

, _

promising a woman

.

to love

her.

'

r

contract.

love.

”
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blopk,’’ ,

mrn can give to a njau is to ask his copaem
friendship; and the most signal proof o!
What he was quick at— A clerk waa
Irer indifference W to offer hinrhefa— discharged,and asked, ttys region j “You
Indianapolis Ilerdld. m " * ‘‘m
are so pwful slow aliout .everything,”
said his employer. “You do uie to inIn D acker vs. State, the Oregpq Su- justice,” responded the clerk. ’ “ There
premo Court lately hqard a case in which is one thing I am not alow about.” “I
the facts were that A by mistake paid to should like to hear you name it,” sneered
B

of 820 gold pieces, supposing it
roll of half dollars.‘B subsequently , discovered the mistake, and
knew who was the owner, but nevertholees then appropriated the money, to hi»
own udej tod refused oh demand to
make restitution.- The court held that
he was guilty of larchny.
a roll

to

be a

the

employer.

can.”

_

“ Well,” said the clerk,

slowly, “ nobody
•as I

/

can

get tired as quick
",

! Db, Hugh Glenn, the California
former who owns 65.000 acres, has tliis
year 45,000' acres in ‘ wheat, He has
850,000 socks ready, each holding 140
pounds, but he thinks they will not hold
Hb who is false to present duty breaks his golden harvest Dr. Glenn is a
a
thread in the loom, and will kee the native of Virginia, a graduate in medidefect when the weaving of life-time is cine, and was a soldier in the war with
unrolled.
Mexico.
,

«
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Sunshine at Midnight.
$5 to $20 nsrssoJwsrjssa®;
The spectacle of the sun shining at
"DIG WAG KM, lannnar and winter. R*mpJa« fr*».
NationalGopjrlnf Oo, 8UQ Watt Madlaou at.,Chicago.
This is a question which had long midnight attracts many foreigners in
puzzled the inhabitants,especially of Swedish Lapland during the month of Anrn A MONTH! A«««ta Wnnted
Northern countries ; for the orb was al- June. For six weeks there is scarcely \inil 75 Baat-SeUingArtlclea In tte world a aamM»UUU pUAafc JAY BRONSON. Datrolt, Mloh.
ways regarded as a cold body. In fact, any night in the North of Sweden; the
sun
never
seta,
and
the
soil,
constantly
some of the more untutored of the anYEAR and aipaiuaa to
ta. Outfit Fraa. AddreaaP.
cients supposed the moon to lie an im- heated, produces in a month and a half
VICKKKY, AngnaU, Malna
barley
and
other
crops.
At
that
time
of
mense sheet or glol)e of transparentice
fixed in space, and only made visible by the year the Laplanders pen up their
Are There Glaciers on the Surface of
the ;Moon ?

“The Boston Girl.”

A lady, who is now visiting the city,
and whoso eyes and ears aro always open
to new and strange sights and sounds,
thus records the impression made upon
her by the typical young woman of Bob-

!

:

ton

$777r;
s^oooE^uS'srs

The Boston girl leads a complicated
life. She is, devoted to “art." She is a
woman of “designs,”but she puts them

canvas, She talks to you about
“studies”and shapes, and the new designs she is putting on the “biscuit"
800k AgOOtS,
siie walks Commonwealth avenue wrapfrom thawing for all time.
ped in visions. She is as inaccessible as
Now, if it is tme that* the moon is a
u mermaid When you fondly imagine
hundred
dead star, as we are told, there are no that hill, which is
morth. Kwt gtadoAto guMT>nt.-*d a paying tltu*
her meditations aro solely on the brilglaciers upon it If,', on the other hand, yards high, the beautiful KjJeetnoleof the lion. AddroM K. VALXMTU(K.MMiagar.JutMvlue,Wka.
liancy of the last remark with which her
‘•inkhiight sun” can be admired in betthe moon is not a dyad star, it may have
AGENlil wiahliig to oanTaai for tba IJm •(
presence bus inspired you, she is really
glaciers on its surface. It has been ter conditions than from any other place.
occupied with her secret cogitations upon
The
24th
of
June
is
the
day
selected
for
shown in a previous article that there is
§
that lovely, iridescent pitcher, and wonone side of the surface of the moon the ascension; it is the longest day in the Should writ* at one* forClrculanand
tonnaof agency to
dered if any potter would throw her that
which we never see, but the probability year, the sun Inung twenty-two hours
FORSHEB A McM AKIN. Cincinnati. 0.
particular shape in native clay.
is that the unseen side has the samo con- alxiVe the horizon. This yejp’ the 24th
The Boston girl carves stately mantels
formation and geological appearance of June was not favored by line weather,
add
•alluring cabinets;she models of
and
owing
to
a
cloudy
sky
the
sun
,was
DlVS'
I
(such as extinct volcanoes,
. .
and othei mornings, and shows marvoloiis skill in
oceans, etc.) as the side which we vdan | not visibleat midnight, but the following
portrait busts; she haunt* the artists’
see and which astronomersstudy through day travelerswere well rewarded for their 5k£d
nm. T.aOir«. AUo of the IJw, Kidn«y*.UheuraatW sttldlOS;she frequents tllO Museum of
trouble,
the
sun
shining
brightly
at
midpowerfid telescopes.
PiralriU, Ao- A i*rt curt uvaratUtd or no
Adana Yoltal* B«U Co., Miuihitll,Mick. Fine Arts, mid spends much time in the
After all, however, the moon may bo night.- -/yondonGlobe.
Athelircmn,mid is a devotee of the loan
an orb of perpetual cold, and, even if it
exhibitions. She is a Ixim trauBceudenNew
England
Personal.
contained glaciers on its surface
the most dareble, |•^^Klllcotli. floeit
'• (From the Boniou Daily Globe.]
talist.Incongruous as it may seem .she is
qualityof tnue and are the vhlteft.noit
similar to those on the earth, their acbeaatlfDl and traaipareotitrlnijs In (h*
also an energetic diffuserof useful knowEdwin
A.
Wadleigh,
I sq., Clerk Superior
tion would not create heat. In this conworld. Best plsror. and (treat artist*
use them exclualvelr.For Introduction ledge; a humble follower of Eastlake;a
nection it may be remarked that Prof. Court, Boston, Mass., adds his name to the
only, ssraplestrln* It cts. Full set for
joyous army using ami recommending St.
fervent disciple of Herl>ert Si>enoer, and
Violin T5et«. for Banjo KOcU. for Gulur
Marks, of Philadelphia,stated at a reII.SO, m»lledpre|iaid.Money refunded
Jacobs Oil. He certifies to a cure by the
an eloquent advocate for woman’s sufIf
-nnsattsflicior*,
cent meeting of the Franklin Institute
Great Gcrnnui hCmcdy of neuralgiaand
LYON A 1IEAI.Y, 111 but* Street, Chlcafo,
frage. With an air of resignation she
informs you that it is not that she particTHE HFRSIIET SCHOOt OF
ularly cares to vote, hut that she has a
tives could be driven lieforethe
Nothing hike Buttermilk,
solemn convictionthat it is her duty.
fugol force on the tires of the
A
..
This fair Molusina never misses a lecture
lleraliry Mualc Ifull, Chicago, III,,
wliecln would become bo great as
A prominent physician declares there
vmltitnIn the muaioal profea- upon art. She revels in ancient autocause them to hum. These
rew of New York, Hutton and
types and etchings; she talks learnedly
•re approximate
ootn unnk ana
looa, sup , ri,n(jon>rSrg,,nd
Bund farm
fur new circular.
which, however, were
approximate duly,
duly, ! drink,
ani,K- , it
11 is
LV>oin
*
U. (I.AUKMi; KUllY, General Director. to you of Michael Angelo's “Fates/’
allowed that the limit of speed was In porte the system Und even in fever wd
and the different interpretations of the
thp neighliorliood
lud^hlrnrhotHl of
of ir*n
miUtvr
the stomach admirably; is a most
the
150 miles
per l.onr
hour.
DAN IKE F. BEATTY’S
valuable domesticmedium, and will cure
Transfiguration. And the latest innovaNow, some of the glaciers move only
dysentery us well os, and more quickly,
tion of this fair saint is that she turns
about an inch in a day, some even less.
than any other remedy. That’s all
her boudoir into an oratory, and before
Dr. H. J. Klein, who two years
right; buttermilk may accomplish all 14 NTOl’B, HL B.UAS.S & OUT. COUl’LKlt. an elegantly carved priediou she kneels
ago announced a new crater in the
that our learned friend claims for it, but
gracefully and presents her petitions in
moon, has a brief article in La Nature,
that fact will not change our belief that
the most faultless of modem classics.
in which lie gave reasons for believing
thefe’are many persons who will, during
For a being of refined taste and elegant
that the moon is not death He has reon Trial. Warranted. CntnlogaeFree.
the heated weather,cling with remank- Krat
Addrew DANlfcLF. BEATTY, Washington, N«wJ«rsey. culture is she— the fair Boston girl !”—
cently examined drawings of the neighable pertinacity to another kind of drink
Boston Transcript
borhood of the new crater, which con—one
that is imbibed through a straw
firm the theory of recent changes on the
and tends to exhilarate the drinker.—
lunar surface, and cites also other drawIF
ings in further proof thereof. Prof. Truy Times.
reindeers and move their huts toward the
cultivated fields. Being very hospitable,
they greet with joy the arrival of tourists,
who generally meet at Mount Gellaware,
ahoiit ninety miles from Lulea. From

the departure of the sun below the hori-

zon. They supposed the surroundings
of the moon to be sp.oold as to prevent it
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RHEUMATISM,
Neuralgia, Sciatica,

Bout, Quins/, Sore, Throat, Swe/iings and Sprains, Bums and
Scalds, Gensral Bodily
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driving ‘
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MUSICAL ART,
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calculations,
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ORGANS!
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Pains,
Tooth, Ear and Headache, Frosted
Feet and Ears, and all other
Pains and Aches.
Preparation on aarth «quala St. Jacobs On
aa a taft, sure, simple and cheap Extant]
Remedy. A trial enUfla but th* oomparativety
trifling outlayof 60 Ceata, and every one lufferinf
with pain can have cheap and poaitiva proof of Ha

Ho

e.lalm,

Direction*in Daren longnagee.

BOLD BY ALL DBUOOIBTS AID
IM MBDIOIH E.

'

HI0NLY$65
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Backache, Soreness of the Chest

;
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VOGELER
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CO.,

Baltimore, Md., U.
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cno
run OHLCWeet. lam

Q A I C— The Beet Utenuy Weekly Paper In the
circulation end good advertialnjrpetronaire.Proprietor detire* to tell Tn order
to enxafe In other (malneae.Addreee HTKKLK, ear*
Newspaper Union. Ohlc*«n.IU.
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YOU IRE SUFFERING

1

|

Klein adds that he announcedthe new
depression near Hyginus as a ciater,
from analogy. It is u crater funnel, and
even one of the largest. Toward the
south there is a shallow spoon-shaped
hollow, which terminates m a second
small crater. In full sunlight, when the

The Pletumrea of Hope.

From

When

the body is bowed with niun an intense
longing for rebef brings hope. This may brighten the suffering but it does not cure. At a time
like this how welcome is such a friend as Warner's Hafo Kidney and liver Cure, bringing
hope, health and happiness, and the joys of
a renewed life.

1

!

real]/ want to be enred. juit name thia paper and
a«nd 10 cent* to Dr. O. R. Sykea, 169 Kaat Madiaon at.,
Chicago,111.,for “The True Theory o! Catarrh and full

AGENTS WANTED

no

Ip a tiling is worth doing at all, it is
longer in shadows fho spoonshaped hollow may still lie seen as a worth while to do it wall. Yet the world
gray spot. By the use of liigh telescopic is full of work badly done and half-done.
lowers it is remarked that the environs It is always a bad policy to do work in a
of the new crater appear to bo fissured poor, half-heartedand slovenly fashion.
in a bewilderingmaimer. Two fine fur- Good and honest work will always he of
rows, like clefts in the soil, which ex- the greatest »ervice, both to the serving
tend from the north toward the Snail , and the served The worker will ever
mountain, are the finest objects on the find it to lus best interest to work conscieutiously and carefully, and to do his
moon,
very best.
[From the Akron Beacon.]
Arc Yon Not In Good HenltliT
Oir well known fedow-citi/.cnMr. E.
Stcinbncher, one of Akron’s oldest merIf the Liver ih the Bource of your trouble, yon
]

meat

ripe. The

is

you h»r« Hhtumatiim ! Srcftnue y«nr
chkrged with n |•nil(mou« Uric Arid.
hr Currd by ni-mnlltinf! t ln« Aridity with Ur. Uo«anUo’*Rhrumallrl'urr,
• chemically prepared Allvdtiie, a H|i*cilicfor

Rheumatiim.Will trad
PRICE, 75

Mta
3

rAi”SSr'
Minn*STANDARD BOOKS,
Address FOKNHEE * McMAKIX,
___

» — „

NCYCLOPytDIA OX1 Ferry

j

i

E

TIOUETTE? BUSINESS

This U the cheapest and only complete and reliable
work on Rtlquette and Butine** and Social Forma. It
tellahow to perform all the variousduties of life, and
how to appearto the t>e*t advantageon all occaalona.
A genie WunieH.-Nandfor circular* oonUinlnjra
full description of the work end extra terms to Afrents.
Address NATIONAL PUBLISHING GO.. Chicago.111.

close in barrels, and

By Phyifdant,by MMonariet,by HMtUri, by *«<*••.
to, by Jtur.u in liotpilalt,

BY EVERYBODY.
IN A Nl/RE CURE for
... Sore Throat, Chllia,
PAIN KILLER
_________
_
•enter)',
Urampu, CholDiarrhea, Dyoei
era, and a//’
wel Complaint*.
all Bo
Bowe'
IS

ThO Great

THB BOWELS, and

;

______ lor sick
in the Side,

For
the KIDNEYS.

Three great organ* are the Natural cloaneeraof
the By item. If they work well, healthwill be perfect, If they become clogpd, dreadfuldlaeaereare
developedbecause the blood la poisoned with the
humor, that should hare been expelled naturally.
Kl DN E Y- W O R T will restore tho natural action,
and throw off the disease.Thousand have boon
cured, and all may be. For sale by all Druggists.

•

Some Things to

When A man

a

IU "jual

IN-

Forr Sale by

T

!

hatinq nei.ryithttn found.

all

Medicine Dealers.

AddD y0Tjj°jjTl tovt>'Tepns and $5 Ou^lV.

FOR CHILLS AND FEVSR
aijJj TyxmsaJLmmm
CAOIKD ST

i

Cent* for one month'* inbscrlptlnn to
the (JroatIllustrated Story Paper, The
» Weekly Call. IJke N. Y. Ledger.
. Moimow; 165 k 157 Dearborn 8t.,ClilciKo.
Addro*sT.0.1
20
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Malarial Poisoning

OF THE BLOOD.
k Warrantod Cur*.

Price, $1.00.
tr

FRAZER

1

New York WltneM, Sabbath Hendins and
(•cuia of Poetry are excellent, Getumple*.See ad v.

AXLE GREASE.

DIBULL’S

JK*

The Koran.
KORAN OF MOH AMMK.D rtran.Utedfit-mthe

have rend fhla notice about tweatr

Aral to

by George Sale. Formerly puhllthed at $2.71; s lew.
beauUful type, neat, cloUj-bound edlUon; price,
centa, aad 9 oenta tor poetage. Catalogue of many
tandard work*, remarkablylow in price,with extra term*
to clu»>*,free. Say where yem aaw this adfertlaainent.
Amkuican Book Exchabpb.Tribune Building, N Y.

M

70,000 SOLD YEARLY,

Beat In the World. Mnrie only by the Fr*Lubricator t'ompnny, at ( hlcngo.New
York, and St. Ixiule.soil) svsnrWirJkJtJi.

er

NATRONA”

dew
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to outwear any Sol* aver mod*. If you hare not
the ren
rery next tune
time yo,
yoa want boot* or abore with eems
that will wear like iron and **»« repair*, and don't
buy any other. My reference*u» any Sewing

----------------

Maomam

19 Church

The growing popularity and uaefnlncnael
CABINET or PAKI.OK DUGANS Is shewn
by the fact that Seventy Thonsnnd are sold
yearly in the UaltedStotes. Tke best are the

St.,

Worcester,Mao*.,and

49

Hoyne Are,

Chicago.IU.
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A MUSICAL

WONDER
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U the beet In the World. D 1* atiWlnUlypare. It W the
beet for Medlolnal Pnrpoaee. It la th* beat for Bakin*
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roe *ALB ST ALL DBUSQirr*.

JlSTEY&Ct BbattlebproVZ

You

habits of crooked walkingby
using Lyon’s Patent Metallic Heel Stiffeners.

partner,

STARCH

RE.VIto the
Pain In the

UNQUESTIONABLY THE
X3o«t Tilnlmeaxt 3*1 ad©

$ 6 6

Disbelieve.

advertise for

C.GILBERTS

and Neuralgia.

with such remarkablecures.

Cobbect your

the brine above described. For small
hams three weeks would be long enough
to etayin the brine, but if large ones,
then he would let them remain six weeks.
He then takes them out, dries them, but
does not allow them to freeze. When
properly drained ho then smokes them.

«
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___

_

poured upon them
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It.

Free.) PIQUA, O.

Davis' Fail
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1
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poat paid.

Your DrugoiitFor

THE BEST
KIDIMEY-WORT raiMi,Headache.
EDY known
Remedy
THE LIVKR,
Back. Pain
Rheumatlam

CELLULOID
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saleratus for one hmiclred pounds of
meat He first covered the horns with
salt and then let them lie a couple of
days, flesh side up; then ho packed them

afflicted with tbeee loethooa
ease*, but ten tern arer get wait from them ; th la la
to Improper treatmentonly, aa they we readily
(f properly treated.Tbla la no Idle boaat.
hare proren orer and orer areln by my trratm
for my UU1* BookT/rra fo oQ ; it wUl teU yoi
tee** matter*and who I am. My larg* Book,

1

EYE-CLASSES.
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Many people are

THE DR. R0SANIO MEDICINE C0„

(Treatise •ent

IS* Weal Fifth Mt.i Cloclnnutl. Ohio.

fat of pork only should he salted, the
To get the best that can ho had, secure a
lean should be used for sausage meat. practical education at II. B. Bryants Chicago
| |
Pack pork in clean barrels on the edge, BusinessCollege.
first scattering on the bottom a few hand- i Veoetink will regulatethe bowels to healthy
repreeontln*the cholceat-aelected
Tortoise-Shell
and
fuls of salt, then again upon every layer, action, by stimulating the secretions, cleansing
Amber. The lighted, handsomest and (trongeat known.
packing very close, and when all is packed and purifying the blood of poisonoushumors,
and, in a healthfuland natural manner, ex- Sold by Opticiansand Jeweler*. Made by SPKNGKR
in, pour on a brime made by dissolving
pel j all impurities without weakening the body.
O. M. CO- 13 Malden Lane, New York.
salt in hot water. Be sure to cover the
pork and place a board upon it, and a
Forty years ago a woman deposited
BAND INSTRUMENT CATALOGUE.
Our new catalogueof Band
weight upon the board, to keep all in $15 in the Middletown (Vt.) savings
InilrumeuH, Muiic,Bull*, W -JwXtVW
place. When a piece is removed be sure bank, and now eight children receive
Cap*, Belt*, Poach**,Pompon*. Drum Mijor* Staff*
that the remainder is tightly prosed $98.96 each as the product of that welland Han, Epiuleu, Cap- 1
Lamp*, Bund*, and Ontdown. For curing hams housed six gol- laid nest-egg.
flu oon tala* 8& pare* of
lons of water, nine pounds of salt, two
(n/brmelion tot mini dam.
lulled free. Addre**
_ raojoses, Wilhojt’s Fever and Ague Tonic. This old
pounds of sugar, one quart of
UYU.N A HEALY, 181 Slat* Hi., Chicago, UL
four* ountes oT sfdtpctre, two ’ouucoh of i reliableremtxly now gelL. at one dollar,
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THE GREAT ALKALINE REMEDY.

for full portion-

j

SecretaryGold gave the followingreVeoktink.— The great success of the Veoeceipts at the Williumantic meeting of the tink as a cleanser and purifierof the blood in
State Board of Agriculture: Beef should I shown beyond a doubt by the great numbers
who have taken it, and receivedimmediate renot be allowed to freeze. Salting should
be deferred until the

P.

You ran

Days' Trial."

j lief,

To write at once

:

chants and the leading druggist of this sec- can tind an absoluteremedy in Da. Hanford's
lion, informed the writer that without o.\. , Livkr bmooRAtoB, the only vegetable cathartic
which acts directly on the Liver. Cures all
ception the sale of the Hamburg Drops was
bilious diseases. For Book address Da. 8anthe most satisfactoryof anything lie had
fokd, 1C2 Broadway, New York.
ever sold, and that the unprecedenteddemand was due solely to its merits. .Such The Voltaic Bolt Co., yinrsliall,Mich.,
emphatic expressions need no comment on I Will Bond their Electro-Voltaic Belts to thu afour pull
| Hided upon thirty days’ trial. Heo their advertisement in this paper, headed, ‘‘On Thirty
i

GEORGE

RHEUMATIC CURE,

lan ooncemlnc our

,

For Preserving Meat.

l,aw. Thou land* of Soldier* and belreantlUad.
Peneion*date back to dlachargeor death. lYn* HeUUA.
Addreee,with •tamp,
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DR.

Informationof a Sure Cure." Thouaandi of peraona
hare been cured In the laat ten year* by bia plan.

PENSIONS!
New

BY THE USE UP

And

interior of the largo hollow of the crater
is

CATARRH RHEUMATISM
ABSOLUTELY CURED.

and all Family Uaee. bold by all Drogytat*and Orooaa.
and wants a young man to put in a small
investment of one hundred or five bunwhich hare been awardedHIOHMT UISTIHCTIOX* for
efied dollars, and promises to pay him a
MaSaltMaiifact’iCoJliila.DEMONarRATED SPPEniOBITTat EVERY OXE of the
GREAT WORIJJ’S Ind art rial F.xhlblUon*for thirteen
'realization of fifty or one hundred per
year*, vithoul on* tingle uetpllon.
r
cent profit, don’t believe it. When a
STYLES
man offers to give away knowledge of the
Do you want s perfect Martcal Inrtrnment,rivaling
are ready thia aeaaon with Important hnprorementa. the piano and organ, upon which at tight you can perutmost value for the cure of consumption,
FOR LARGE CHURCHES, iplendldorgana, with great
power and variety, at $670. $480, $190 and lets price*: !szsxsl^^rirsrjsss‘nSs&sts
and any and all other diseases, by merely
FOR SMALLER CHURCHES, SCHOOLS. Ac., $M to the greatestmart cal invention of the age. The $•*
sending a three cent postage stamp to
1
$300 and upward*. SUFKRB DRAWING ROOM ehnnlenl Orgulnette,upon which any man. woman
or child cas play correctly all the popular, claarid,operprepay postage, don’t believe it When
STYLES at $300 to $510, and upward* ; A GREAT VA- atic, aacred, dance and other mualc. Amuse
nose yourself.
a man proposes to make every one else
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SMt lathe World, for Mia by the. .
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more than to his own, don’t believe it
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D. A. MoKINLAY,
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Itftll.Fan to enj addrwe
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Catalogue
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prtcre in quantitire to alt the paroherer.
fr*. andjurtpaid. MASON A HAMLIN ORGAN COThe
only inatltni
tltation in America who make thia their
entering into any speculatidn which may •PeoUl boiinaM. _ _ Addrew
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ere.
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many means at your command and asof tho U torus, IncidentalHemorrhagooa
certain the facts with refercfice,t? tho PETROLEUM
JELLY.
proposed businessAxifore you invest, and Grand Medal
SUrerMedol
Fhl adelpla
thus save your money— assist in effect u- •tKxpoaitten.
' ally breaking up all swindlingestablishThis wonderful aubslanre is aakwowledged
by phrat McCohS Q.14* f«r Amatrar Bern raeterteg rtrieraUry
i

]

S

Y

RU

$72

P

NEW

RED RIVER VALLEY

2,000.000 Acres
KM
Wheat Lands
$BgFOR£S50c.

DO

NotFail

Mt

*•*

$

oJISci

.

,

ments.

_____

_

Lire is abort at most and oar dnty

VASELINE

!

tuna throughout the world to be the beat reniady dte
eoveredforth* cur* of Woitiids, Barns,
tlem. Nkln Dleeitac*. Files. Catarrh.ChU.
•Inina, die. In order that svsryoae may try h. It la
out up In 15 and 25 cant bottle* tor household
Obtaini It
I from your druggist, and yoa will tad
* ' It superior
be anythin yea hose sm asod.

Kheuma-

la to

pro-

long it Use, therefore, Dr. Ball’s Cough Syrup
for Coughs. Colds, Bronchitis, Hoarseness, etc.
Sold everywhere. Price only 25 ccnU,

'

.......

SAPONIFIED

Is tbs 1 Original '• Concentrated Lye and Reliable
but* oa *rx*rteUlom <Ly«(r^uL eir* at.kf ra
bap Maker. Direction*accompany each Con
cieUlKalloa,MkrUeo,qaalliy and tly I* •( iminmenlKeomrUv Fhaiir f^tp __ __ _______ ______ _ . ___
tor
making Hard, to 'ft and Toilet noap quickly.
baea Uctkt. wato airt wwrtw to
dlrtlowry*
»»*toltw»ster«towl.hirrth^hl# niir«odinfonnatloeto
m-i-Vtan*; to
io whlrb
ehkb k
u UU4 Pututm'i
Fuuum'* Drum VqorS Tactta.

are

a!

“roiTi!rer^mi**rt »omi

su.,

__

chic.go,

!

Penn’a Salt Manufact’iig

Co.,

Phila.

0 N.U.

No.

sa

41
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Clarendon Hotel,
A

Holstein Oow.
formerly called the Raech House, on the

I

The editor of the Watorn Stock Journal
and former has

cow which U one

a

of the

Bridge & Canal Street,

Cor.

Dutch breed.
He says:— “The statement made in our
last number concerning the enormous
black and white Holstein or

Is

EDWARD KILLEAN,

MR.

yield of our fpuryear-oldHolstein heifer

now managed by

Wishing to reduce my stock, I offer for sale the next 30 days

formerly proprietor of the Kirby House, at Qrand

has doubtless taxed the credulity of some, Haven.
anerwe are being inquired of concerning The Clarendonwill always be found clean, and
the table well supplied with the choicest viands,
the care, circumstancesand quality of and served in the kindestmanner for lowest possible
rates.
milk. We have decided to give these to
our readers, although they

may seem

per-

Gome and

sonal. We are aware that every man who

see us in our

and with the care that these single

1880.

GrakdIUpids,July*),

cows receive they do make some remarkA. L.

able yields. We should be glad to have a

HOLMES,

W. F.

24-3

at great bargains.

HARRIS

A. L. Holmes & Co.

Holstein heifer ‘Mink,’ was imported from

North Holland by George E. Brown, and
purchasedby us before she was two years
old. When two years and three months
old she dropped her first calf and yielded
as high as fifty pounds per day. By fre-

and OAFS,

m

detailed account of some of these cows,

Father Clarkson’samong others. Our

HATS

GOODS, BOOTS and SHOES,

READY MADE CLOTHING

New Home.

owns one cow thinks she is about perfection,

DRY

Manufacturersof and dealers In;

All those goods were purchased before the rise, and
can be sold very cheap.

BOOTS and SHOES

THE STOOE

Slippers Etc.

COMPLETE.

IS

quent weighings we estimated her yield

be 10,000 pounds. She

for the year to

No. 74 Washington Street,

was scarcely dry and dropped her second

one year from the first. Her yield

calf

for ten

GRAND HA

CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

MICH.

VEX,

days in August after the second

Having but recentlyformed our co-partnership,
we wish to Inform our fellow-citizens of Grand
which was made twenty three pounds and Haven and surroundingtowns that we have a fine
stock of Ready Made Goods of all descriptions,
three ounces of butter. She calved again which we offer for sale cheap. However,
in ten months, the 13th of June. We

532^

calving was

pounds of milk, from

Custom Made Goods

day and
have kept an accurate record of her
have milked her three times per

H-A-RRESra-TOIT;,

E. J.

HOLLAEE,

will remain our Specialty.
yield.

“From

Quality uf work guaranteed, and repairing
done on short notice.
gave 815 pounds of milk, being an average
A. L. HOLMES & CO.
of 8i^ pounds per day. We made from
Grand Haven, Mich., March 1st. 1879. 45- 1
the cream taken from this milk 29 pounds

and

the 10th to the 25th of July she

number of
followingthe test she gave a still

6 ounces of

days

butter. For

a

larger yield, one day reaching 91 pounds.
Yield for the best consecutiveten days
840 pounds, or an average of 84 pounds

per day. Yield for one month 2,499%

fiftSSSMTSB

SAWS
of

Or «nv'>»Vr Hnd, ron «*«n (Ho Mom***!/ wilh oar
.Vew JlufliliMi>o lh.it it will ci. i lirtter than
Ever. The teeth will nil rotnnin of equal nize and
rii.*l>e..S’e/if free on rrrript
to any
part .f the United .-itat.-«.
Initiated Circulars free.
(.‘ooitAgcntMfronted in everg eountgaud
eitg. Addreaa E.
As UJUO., Xew Ox-

pounds. During all this time she has run
with a herd of from 75 to 100 head of
stock, and this season the pasture has
been short. She has had in addition to
pasturage a feed of oat, bran and corn

1

1

BOTH

ford, Vn.
MHTvi'e have hundred* of-letteri from men using
«u Machine who sajr they would nut Uke 15 fur it.

PROVERBS.

meal, about two quarts of each, at each

AGENTS WANTED

Dr.
617

Louis,
.

Syphiliticor MercurialAffection* of the Thrc
Bkln or Bones, are treatedwith unparalleled auceeaa,
lateatarientifle principle*. 'Safely.Privately.

Spennatorrnen,Sexual Debility and Itnpotency, an the reault of 8elf-Abuaein youth, sexual exceteeain matureiyean, or other rauaca,and which produce
someot the following effects: nervousness, seminalemissions,debility,
dimnessof sight, defectivememoir, pimple*
on the face, physical decay, avenion to society of females,
contusion of ideas, loss of sexual power,etc., rendering
marriage improper or unhappy, are permanently
cured. Consultation at office, or hr mail free, and inrited,

FrapUit for Mid, 1 S'.isp; for Wcoea, 1 hu«p
Gormin, for both, 2 Cunpi. 61 Fig i.

measures five
milking.

I

feet in

circumferencebefore

am aware that

not one of the 'has beens,’

is

and any one

these statementscan

hands. This cow is
not an average Holstein; she is among the
best. We give it rather to show what a
it

at our

cow can do with

Bitters— rely on It.”

!

“Inactive Kidneys and Urinary Organs causes the worst of diseases,and
Hup Bitters cures them all.

fair treatment.”

Tansy for

Hop

"Boils, Pimples, Freckles,Rough
Skin, eruptions, impure blood, Hop
Bitters cure.

give this as a puff for the Holsteins ; they
do not need

edy

“Ague, biliousness,drowsiness, jaun
dice, Hop Bitters removes easily.

our farm
for themselves. We do not

seeing

and the only safe and sure rem-

Sots.

HOF OCUOH CUBE AND FAIN BELIEF IS THE
BEST.

from the stomach of the animal

AGENTS

about a gill of the grubs, which he carried

wanted!

where he made preparations

Hob. J. A. Dacdb, Pb.D.
tad Ihnllinc account (llluitnlcd)
of their bold opera*
timia tor IS yean id 80 State, and Territonei.
bafflinr detectivn
and nlRciali of the la*. Beat SrlHaf Booh of the year. 10,00#
anld in three month.. SO emta for notllt ; Sl.SO for .ample
enpr. Liberal ten., to Afeat..
At
Publlahen. BtO Plie Street, BT. LOUIS.

A

each of which he put

some of the

The most of the remedies had no
all,

and none

so

good

a

one

bots.

effect at

as a tea

THOMPSON

made

Uli 111X11

them in about fourteen hours. So he
thought he would try nitric acid, but it
bad no more effect than so much cold
water— the bots at the end of the third
day exhibiting as much life ns when first
put in. Noticing a bunch of tansy grow-

10,000

BrSHKLSBrCIKTXS, of which I

Wnli

I C II ntake BuckeyePile
lore Mea. Addreaa with atamp. Dr. i.

and

in a

and adding a

the juice

he put some of

minute they were

all

the bots in,

You will

as dead as

find

in the

morninz, he gave the animal

A dose of salts in the evening, and the
next morning found in the excrements as

many

A Pure Bone

Fertilizer.

vouch

for the above, it

might be

for farmers to give the tansy-tea

well

a

-

handle like

that

of

a

it

for the foot

the

to aid

IN

-

Deane’s new patent Gunge wheel for plows and
cultivators is a novelty.One of this kind of
wheels will last longer than six of any kind now in
use. It keeps dirt from the axle, and can be oiled
same as a buggy wheel.

Cor.

Canal & Bridge Sirs.
G. 8.

Grand Rapids,July

I

have for sale and keep on hand a large
stock of

in thrusting it into

IMPORTER

PATIENTS TREATED
EBEB

^rsonsUonsultition is prefarred,which ia
and invit.
Id. Lift of qu**.io*fto be answered by patieaU desiring (real,
aient mailed free to nay addres*oa applicartoa.
/ I'rrMsas eulfvria*
fraas Raptara sbenld tead their addres*.
\»»4 Iranieametalaf te theiradvaatefe. It h aet a lras*.jr
Luuiniunicatinns
strictlycealdentlsl,
nod should be address**
DR. BLTTB. IB Nactk Stk 8L, Bt. Louie, Mo.

-AND-

Wholesale Dealer In

MkSSIHSHS
(HBBK

Sslrt'ionol Wife, Tsmpenmenu. compatible
aal iaeeaipaiiMi,Sterility la Women, caua* and uuatmiat,
X (Islet to Bridegroom. Adsic* to Husbands, Advicu te Wire*,

Kentucky
Whiskies,

sa. ail* ** Bpermatorrhca*. Sexual Dabtllty,
aad ^mpotenor,fro« Self-Abuse aod Eacesees^ reusing

119 Sc 121

Rapids,

Canal Street,

RAPIDS, MICH.
82-3 tn.

--------- iV

Eitahlishud
1M7, etna
dTisasesreealtiag
sexualtxcetee*.

1

ia

M,

A Large and Fine

IsTEW stock:
-

LIQUORS

OF

--

BOOTS & SHOES
-

to the trade at

Just received

at—

HEROLD,

E.

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

Come and *ee o*

In onr large new store,at Nos.
and 86 Ionia street,Grand Rapids, Aiich.

KORTLANDER A GRADY.
»-3ra

Tolford, Goodrich

&

A Complete assortmentof Children’s and Infants
shoes for fall and winter,andafbllllne of
Ladies’ and Gentleman'swear.

Co.

~

wirt

Manufacturersof

ground. A boy with an instrument

i:o:-

CALL AND SEE

S:0:A:P:S

of this kind can rapidly clear grass land

Uedmond,

Thos. H.

We have and keep on hand a large and select
stock of all kind* of

Drill

spade or

DEANE i SUN.

22,1880. 24-3m

OPERA HOUSE.

o«la,

FROFRIETORS.

34

a

G. 8. Deane & Co’s Steel Plow, is one of the
best and most popular plows In the market. This
plow has two kinds of pointers,also Steel
Coulters.

VmiMC MEN

LOW FIGURES.

Doing 8ole Agent in thl* city for the

Champion Grain

long handled shovel, having a spur upon

Ureal, ekla or baaea,treatedwith tuccesa,oa acieetiftc principles. withenta si ag Men are *r other PoisonousMedina**.
im tboe* of middl* age who tr* sag
fcr.ng from th. effects of Hper.alerrbe* or lamlaal Wnakaesa, tke reenlt of self abnt* la youth
ar excessla mauredyeare, are perartaeallycured. TMa dUe*a* producessome of the followingeffeeU-emitsioof,
blotch**,
dimness,nervousaesa,dimatsa of light,cough, indigestion,
eonilipahoa.despondency,confusion *f idtu, aversionto no.
eitty, defoctivtmemory,sexual exhanstion,impolency or Iona
ef manly vigor, which oiltta the vlcliai for bnaioess
or mirriagn.

Grand Rapids Michigan.

flplsig'ip GRAND

benefactor to farmer*

Weeds in grass land may be very easily I invito the fanner* attention to the fact that
with this machine you can drill in wheat, rye, barseen and destroyed this month by the use ley, oat*, corn, beans, poaae, etc., and at tne same
time sow yonr fertilizer,thu* laving a vast amount
of the “spud,” a broad chisel-blade at- of labor.
tached to

Mill Street,

Of the choicest brands, which we offer
Which ha* proved iUelf
on light *olla.

remedy a

trial.

Warehouse, corner of Cnnal and Bridge
Streets,Foundry and Works,

LIQUOR HOUSE

as three plntn of ejected bots, as

dead as door nails. Without pretending
to

The Largest Wholesale

kSUlSlomSt,, bill

LIHVCE-

bots. On one occasion, after administer-

EXPOSURE

the

Superphosphate of

success to every horse he saw affected with

1 tntiaa are regalargraduate*it atediciaeaad snrgsry. Tear*
*f Kaperieaee ia lb* treataseat
of Ckreale Dteeasethave made
Ue ir Mill aad ability ao aincb eaperter to that of Uf ordiaary
practiueaer,that they bat* aaqnired a aatioaalreputelloa
through their treitaieat ef coaiplicalfd
caaet

INDISCRETION"

AND MACHINERY.

V

many days as required
week* under old nauseatingand dangerous remedies.
“Treatiae on Debility” and list of questionsaent in
plain sealed envelope on receipt of two 3c. stamp*. A‘o
Fee fUnuirtH until aatisfactorvreault* are obtained.Address DEL CLEGG. 161 Unsed Blmt Ka»L Detroit.Jllrk.

MELIS

C.

httUliM Ui7 at 12 V. 8th Stmt, BT. LOUIS, VO.
milE Physician la charge ef thle old aad well kaowa Inert.

WESTERN MICHIGAN.

administeied the tansy tea with Invariable

it

pure Blood,Los* of Energy. ParImpotence,Distressing Night
Emission*,and many vital evils
resultingfrom Early Error and

OF

Wm.

DS!

DR, BUTTS’

principle*, effecting cure* in os

Ointment,Warrr
titnl to
Ttbler,SL Lou la, Ma.

scalded mackerel. Since then he has

ing

SIS A til Cheataat St-, KT. LOUIS, 10.

Hardware Store

taking a handful of it, and after bruising

little water,

ELECTRO-FARADICBELT OO.,

tial

N.

AT THE

ing near, he concluded to try that. So,

ITY

CO,

MO.

and even that only put an end to

and squeezing out

GUIDE.

27-17W

true

C

I attraction!
for aeU-trearmealby Electricity for Rbeoautiem,
Neuralgia, Epilepsy, Paralysie,Dyspepsia, aad all Nervene
tad Cbreaic aaedioea.Aa Ulaetratedbook of over eixty large
pagee seal free oa receipt ef 3 teal stamp. Addrem

JAMES,

TW !WM W««t#ra0«lU*v By

every remedy he had heard of, Into

of sage,

w

I

o? Electricity.
Baev Fuarn of

pIEFs.

IllPLEMENTS

co„ it. mu. it.

IK6TII6 BELTS A BATTEIIU.

' Xl.
34-4

nauiiiMiit

R

JAC

•VIGOR

For sate by Heber Walsh, Druggist.

bots, and for the purpose of experimen-

of

_

PRESCRIPTION FREE

thirty years ago lost a valuable horse by

to his office,

by Plat**) givingdcicripiioo
of bit Remedy, tad ihowiag it* ipplicatiea. Tb* pamphletla volubleto soy lady (a delicate health, be tag a tboeongblypractical treat im oa tbia dieeata,

For the -peedy cure of SeminalWeakness. Lost Alanhoc^.
Premature Debility,Nervousness, Despondency,Confusion
ofliLii. Aversionto Society, Defective Memory, and nil
Disorders brought on bv Secret Habits and Exrencs. Any
druggist has the ingredients. Address,
in.
. JEC. 7(8 Ciieatnut8t.. 8t. Louie. Mo.

MANLY

_

laMVIBOtT"*
mimhmmhbh

“More health, sunshine and joy in
Hop Bitters than in all other remedies.”

An exchange says that a gentleman
friend— a country doctor— who, some

ting, took

!

_ ______

•HARRIS REMEDY CO.,
aaf a CWmisU, Stk * Market Bta*
Bi. Leal*. Mb.
_wh# are troubled wKk LaaaarrbMi
Alba* or WhUan) akMld read for
Prat HarTta' Pamphlet (Ulaat retid

;

gilt binding. Sealed for BOc.
in postaze or currency.Over fifty wooderftil pen picture*,
true to life; article*on the following subjects: Who may
marry, who not, why. Manhood, Womanhood,Physical
decay. Who shouldmarry, How life and happiness may
be increased. The Physiology
of Reproduction, and many
more. Thuse married or contrmpUlYr marriageshould
read it, then kept under lock ami key. Popular edition,
same as above, but paper cover, page*. ?• c:s by mail,
In money or postage.Cheapest good guide In Amer:es.

uni

versal,
is

I

pESIs.
Elegant cloth and

Bitters.

“ Hop Bittersdoes not exhaust and
destory, but restoresand makes new.

satisfy themselves by visiting

and

Hop

MARRIAGE

and you have

life is a drug,

“Kidney and urinary trouble is

this is rather a

large pill for some to swallow, but she

who doubts any of

“When

lost all hope, try

fullydntenbed with icitotifto aradn
of care. Prof. Harrin' lllnstraud
paaipbM seat fret aa applictboa.

Hernia,

Bitters.

that might be

AOtBIOULTUSAL

A rcgulirgraduate of two Medical Colletf*a,ha«been longer
engaged in the ipcdal treatment of all Venereal Sexual
and Chronic Diseaaea than any other Phyikian In St
Louia, a* city papers show, and allold reiidentaknow.
Syphilia,GonorThcea,01e«t, Stricture,Orcbltla,

milking during her last remarkable yield.

“ Study Hop Billers books, use the
medicine, be wise, healthy and happy.

G. S. Deane & Son,
Manufacturersof and Dealers in

Ho.

She has also been fed during part of the

has been
or anything
termed crowding. Her bag

Tastert.

WHITTIER

St Charles Street St

When it is Inconrenient to risit the city for treatment,
medicine* can be aent by mail or express everywhere.
Curable caseeguaranteed, where doubt existsit is frankly stated

no feeding of slops or milk

tbs Best tad

SellingPictorialBooks aod Bibles. Pricss
ffl reduced 33 per
p ct. National PnblUh’g Co., Cbn
k*A 1IL

“ Sour stomach, bad breath, indigestion and headache easily cured by Hop

time green corn fodder. There

for

MICH:.

R.

of buttercupps, daisies, and a multitude of

AMD

other biennial and perennial weeds.

Baking Powders

Top DBEsswa.— Bone dust or “tanklugs,” or some fertilizerlu which the
nitrogen is not In the form of ammonia,
and not soluble,is the
applicationto grass

autumn
or grain. Such a

best for late

manure has some immediate

effect, yet is

its

potency in the spring.

H.

1,

HEROLD.

1880.

VAN DER WEYDEN,
Successorto

—

And

a

large variety of

—

STOVES
For Heatingand Cooking purposes.

not washed away in solution by heavy
rains, but shows

Holland, Mich., 8ept.

US.

Wm.

Holland, Sept. 4,

C.

MELIS.

1880.

80-tf

And Wholesale Dealersin SPICES,
WOODEN WARE, etc.

22 South Division St.
GRAND RAPIDS MICE
Derrick’s Baking Powder la the most popular
articleused at present. If von have not tried It.
then go and aak your grocer for it.

v»

(No. ») nr a meua. i u«
will Mail yea alUlMMwdareLraBj^

^

P.

OTTE &

CO.

Manufacturersand Jobbersof
bei of lbs Pariiltea. Tku paiieut aa where I kav* aaed meal of
eue hoi. ia additwa t* a eaair’eboa, la teat Mcorering, aad I
thiak aautbar willveHJi^it^JjJ^^

1

JVwaaa m
Maryland, Svpi.
box of -our remedy, ter *»#

Drugglot.
of

Pj

foa.ary **
oar euitomerv,aad

H hat

T«" •

mate

FINE CIGARS
22 South Division Street,

GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.

